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Wilkinson
takes new
position
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is scheduled to become
chief executive officer of the
online college bookstore, ecampus.com, which he helped create.
Wilkinson, now board chairman, will be filling the vacancy created by the resignation
of Steve Stevens, who has
headed the company since it
was founded. The resignation
becomes effective Aug. 11.
Stevens, who is taking an
executive position with another company, will remain on the
ecampus.com board of directors.
He and Wilkinson founded
the company in 1999, with
Wilkinson raising the seed
money and Stevens, who was
president and COO of Wallace's Bookstores, resigning
those positions to head the
new venture.
The company's web-based
storefront, www.ecampus.com,
was launched July 2, 1999.

Number of
applicants for
school jobs
increases
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The number of minority applicants for jobs as teachers or
principals in Kentucky schools
doubled in the 1998-99 academic year, according to figures released by the Department of Education on Wednesday.
School districts reported 967
minority applicants for 5,588
vacancies.
Jefferson
and
Fayette counties accounted for
two-thirds of the 337 who were
hired.
There were 484 applicants
for 4,905 vacancies the year
before, and 206 were hired,
according to records from the
department's minority educator
recruitment division.
"We have truly promoted the
idea of minorities ... applying
for these positions," both from
within Kentucky and without,
Kathryn Wallace, director of the
division, told the Kentucky
Board of Education.
Still, the increase was surprising.
She would have anticipated
an increase of 100 or 200 in
a single year, Wallace said in
an interview.
The figures represented total
applications, not necessarily the
same number of people. A person who applied for more than
one position would have been
counted more than once, Wallace said.
Because listing of race is
optional, some applications
might have been unmarked,
Wallace said.
Helen Mountjoy, the state
board chairwoman, wondered
what to do with Wallace's data.
Board member Keith Travis
said data collection was the
first step. 'To me, it's an issue
of exposing it to sunlight," Travis
said.
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Tonight and Friday...Considerable cloudiness with a 40
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Low around 70,
High 85 to 90. Wind tonight
light north,
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Rose not
in running
for post
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
When Murray State University Dean of Education
Dr. Jack Rose found out he was not among the finalists for the position of commissioner of education in
Kentucky, he was not exactly crushed by the news.
"I sent (an application) in late," Rose said Thursday
morning.
Rose and Lois Adams-Rodgers, an a5ting deputy commissioner of education, confirmed is week that they
were not on the Kentucky Board of Education's list of
finalists for the position.
Both have been local superintendents during long
careers in education — Rose in Calloway County and
Adams-Rogers in Jessamine County.
The four-person search committee Wednesday was
preparing a "short list" of candidates for final interviews by the full board on Aug. 29.
So far, Gene Wilhoit, a deputy commissioner of the
Department of Education, and Stuart Silberman, superintendent of Daviess County schools, have confirmed
that they were interviewed by the search committee.
"I think, from what I've heard, Dr. Silberman is
probably the front-runner," Rose said. "He's a very quality gentleman, and I think he would make an excellent

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE Ledger & MTh", photo
A LITTLE FINE-TUNING...Tony Gregory of Sportable Scoreboards adjusts an LED for maximum
brightness Wednesday on a 8-by-28-foot football scoreboard headed for the Warrenton, Mo. The
scoreboard is the largest outdoor LED model built to date by the company.

Bush claims GOP presidential nomination
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— Texas
Gov. George W. Bush, building
on a political dynasty spanning three
generations, claims the Republican presidential nomination Thursday night declaring that America
needs a change of leadership to
solve the tough problems that President Clinton and Al Gore failed
to fix.
"We are all a little weary of
the Clinton-Gore routine," running
mate Dick Cheney told the confetti-filled GOP convention Wednes-

day night. "But
the wheel has
turned. And it
is time, it is
time for them
to go."
"Send them
home," delegates shouted
back, taking off
their hats and
BUSH
waving goodbye. Cheney's speech provided the
partisan bite that had been miss-

ing in a convention programmed
to present a softer, more moderate face.
Bush said he would deliver a
closing speech that "speaks from
my heart. I'm going to lift the
spirit of the country."
Born to one of America's most
prestigious political families, Bush
begins his quest just eight years
after his father was forced from
the Oval Office. His grandfather
was a U.S. senator from Connecticut. His brother is the gov-

ernor of Florida.
In his own prime-time televised
address, Bush will share his disappointment about what he believes
is the Clinton-Gore administration's failure over eight years to
improve schools, reform Social
Security, overhaul taxes, beef .up
the military and attach some form
of prescription drug benefit to
Medicare.
"He will talk about the current
administration's failure to get anything done," said spokeswoman

Karen Hughes. "The tone will be
regretful rather than critical."
Bush, 54, seeks to become the
first presidential son to win the
White House since John Quincy
Adams in 1824. Bush enters the
race ahead in the polls and leading a party more united than it's
been in 16 years.
Cheney said "big changes are
coming to Washington" if Bush

•See Page 2

Lawyers for
Carneal offer to
settle lawsuit

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
FIRST-DAY PAPERWORK...Melissa Durham, a teacher's aide at Murray Elementary School, writes names on folders for students in the PI and P2 class
of Michelle Dickerson Thursday morning during the first day of school.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Lawyers for ment.
"Our sense is if Michael Carneal is
Heath High School gunman Michael
Carneal have offered to settle a lawsuit willing to agree to this amount, then
filed by the parents of the three girls one can only wonder what a McCrackkilled in the rampage for $42 million, en County jury would award," Breen
said.
The Courier-Journal has reported.
If the families do .accept the offer,
The offer on Wednesday comes as
the case is set to go to trial on Mon- the trial scheduled in McCracken Cirday. Carneal's psychiatrist in the Ken- cuit Court would not take place. A jury
tucky Juvenile Justice Department has said . would have only determined damages
he could not withstand the rigors of a because Carneal already has admitted
trial. In an evaluation filed with the guilt.
Carneal is the sole defendant' in the
court, doctors said Carneal was delufamilies'
lawsuit over the Dec. 1, 1997,
sional and believed he was being stalked
shootings, which also injured five other
by aliens, the newspaper reported.
Michael Breen, an attorney for the students, two of them seriously.
The families have watched as Circuit
families of Jessica James, Kayce Steger
Judge
Will Shadoan has dismissed 52
and Nicole Hadley, said the families
expect to issue a statement Thursday other defendants in their negligence suit,
about whether they will accept the offer. which was filed in December 1998 after
Breen said the offer caught them by Carneal was sentenced to life in prison
surprise because within the past two without possibility of parole for 25 years.
weeks, they had rejected an offer. from
Carneal to accept a $1.3 million judg- II See Page 2

Co-op leaders: Agencies
for
prepares
County
maligned in scandal
tire amnesty weekend

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
Education cooperatives that
service groups of school districts were unjustly tarnished
in a Department of Education
embezzlement scandal, officials
of two of the agencies said
Wednesday.
The agencies became "a convenient whipping boy in the
press," John Rosati, chief executive officer of a co-op based
in Shelbyville, told the Kentucky Board of Education.
Nine co-ops around the state
perform a wide range of technical and logistical services for
groups of school districts. Most
work with a state university.

They are governed by superintendents of the districts.
The co-ops handle bidding
for supplies and equipment.
They arrange training for school
councils and administrators and
apply for grants.
They also provide specialty services like speech, physical and occupational therapy,
said Rosati and Dale Kirk,
superintendent of Fulton Independent schools and past president of West Kentucky Education Cooperative in Murray.
Little was heard about the
co-ops until Randy Kimbrough,
a former deputy commissioner of the Department of Edu-

cation, was charged with
than
more
embezzling
$500,000.
In pleading guilty, Kimbrough said she had routed
training grants through a coop in Ashland, which issued
checks to consultants at Kimbrough's direction and returned
them to her. The consultants
were fictitious, and Kimbrough
diverted the money into her
bank accounts.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett
began investigating the department's relationship with the
co-ops. Among other things,

II See Page 2

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County solid waste management officials are taking appointments for on-site
pick-up of large piles of old tires as
part of the Waste Tire Amnesty Program slated for Sept. 28-30.
They are also asking citizens to bring
in all their old tires so the tires can be
disposed of - for free - for one weekend only.
The program is part of a statewide
campaign by the waste management division of the Kentucky Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
People can drop off old tires from 7

a.m. to 5 p.m. each day at the state
Road Department on Industrial Road just
outside the city limits off Kentucky 94
East.
But trucks will be sent to sites with
100 or more tires, said Rita Burton, the
county's solid waste management coordinator.
Such sites are illegal without a special permit, and property owners whose
land contains such sites will be subject
to fines and cleanup costs - except during the amnesty weekend. Burton said.
"They're not going to get in trouble
right now, hut if they wait, they will."

MI See Page 2
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• Scandal ...

•Bush ...
From Page 1
wins in November. He promised
Bush "will repair what has been
damaged" and "restore decency
and integrity to the Oval Office."
Bush and Cheney officially won
their nominations in a tumultuous
convention gala. Bush watched
from his hotel suite a few miles
away. He described himself as "a
tough competitor" and said, "I'm
going to give it my best shot."
"What are we to make of the
past eight years?" Cheney questioned in his acceptance speech, taking aim at Clinton and Gore, the
Democratic presidential nomineein-waiting. "I look at them," Cheney
said, "and see opportunities squandered. The wheel has turned. And
it is time. It is time for them to
go."
Cheney's time-for-them-to-go
barb was borrowed from Al Gore's
vice presidential speech before the
Democratic convention in 1992,
aimed at then-President George
Bush.
Cheney presented his credentials as a former congressman,
White House chief of staff, defense
secretary and business executive.
He said that Gore would try to
pull away from Clinton to be his
own man. "But we will never see
one without thinking of the other."
He said Clinton and Gore came
in together. "Now let us see them
off together," he chortled.
At Cheney's behest, the convention paused to convey good
wishes to former President Ford,
• hospitalized after suffering perhaps
: two strokes in Philadelphia. Doctors said Ford should recover completely.
The final night of the convention belongs to Bush.
There will be a generational
theme woven through Bush's
acceptance speech, noting that this
is the first election since World
War II without a candidate of that
generation. "What will our generation do?" Hughes said Bush would
ask.
"What the speech is doing is
saying we have a unique moment,
because with our prosperity and
relative peace we have the means
to tackle the tough problems before
they create a crisis for our children," she said.
Untested on the international

stage, Bush hopes his speech will
demonstrate that his business background and two terms as governor have given him the skills to
lead the nation, keep the economy booming and deal with problems abroad. ,
"My fellow Americans," he said
in a practice run at the convention microphone, "I accept your
nomination."
Bush makes that declaration
official in closing the convention.
Democrats tried to get a word
in edgewise, faxing and phoning
statements to news organizations.
"So much for the Republicans'
positive campaign," said Gore
spokesman Chris Lehane. "Tonight
they're turning the clock back with
a card-carrying conservative member of the Republican old guard.
They're engaging in the only type
of Republican politics they know:
attack politics."
A five-page rebuttal from Gore's
campaign claimed Cheney had
delivered "one of the most negative Republican convention speeches since Pat Buchanan. The mask
is off the GOP masquerade ball."
Bush's brother, Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush, said Thursday that "the gloves
were off, perhaps" in Cheney's
speech but he called it a "deft
touch." "It was not smash mouth;
there was no degrading of people," he said on NBC's "Today"
show.
George W. Bush's biography
invites father-son comparisons.
The younger Bush left his boyhood home in West Texas to follow his father's footsteps at prep
school in Andover, Mass., Yale
University and the secret Skull
and Bones society. He also got
an M.B.A. from Harvard Business
School.
Like his father, he became a
fighter pilot — he was in the
Texas Air National Guard, his dad
was a combat pilot in World War
II — and went into the oil business in Texas. When the oil bust
hit, he moved on, eventually buying the Texas Rangers baseball
team, aided by family connections
and a willing group of investors.
In 1994, Bush ran for governor against popular incumbent Ann
Richards in 1994 and pulled off
an upset. Four years later he easily won re-election.
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Hatchett said the department had
used the agencies to stash unspent
money that should have gone back
to the treasury.
The department would transfer
money to co-ops or local districts
and call it grants. The money
would be held until the department told what to do with it. Interim Education Commissioner Kevin
Noland has asked three co-ops and
two districts to return $1 million
so it can lapse to the state's general fund.
No one associated with a coop was charged with wrongdoing.
Rosati said the agencies had been
pecked at by some with "political
ambitions." Kirk noted that reports
critical of co-ops were available
on "paid political Web sites."
They declined to elaborate, but
seemed to be alluding to Hatchett. A new law requires the coops to be audited by Hatchett's

office each year.
Hatchett said his investigation
was "not political in any sense,"
and every effort was being made
to ensure the audits go smoothly.
On a related matter, Rosati said
his co-op — the Ohio Valley Educational Cooperative in Shelbyville
— and the department had ended
an arrangement Hatchett found
questionable.
The department's top administrators actually were employees of
the co-op, their services contracted, to get around a cap on state
employee salaries. The department
sent money to the co-op to pay
the salaries. Hatchett said it was
a conflict of interest.
The arrangement ended June
30. The General Assembly, in its
budget bill, inserted a sentence
giving the state school board sole
authority over Department of Education employees who are not in
the state merit system "and to set
their compensation comparable to
the competitive market."

Case puts Megan's
Law'into question
VILLA HILLS, Ky. (AP) —
Some members of this small Kenton County community say a young
couple new to the neighborhood
has been unfairly victimized by the
state's version of "Megan's Law."
The 20-year-old male and his
17-year-old girlfriend were living
in Oregon when the woman became pregnant. They accepted an
offer from Tom Biecker, the father
of the teen-aged mother-to-be, to
move into his northern Kentucky
home to start their family there.
But the invitation came just as
Kenton County Sheriff Charles
Korzenborn resumed a practice of
notifying neighbors when a sex offender had moved into the area.
And the father-to-be, Jarett Brainard, had become a "sex offender"
when, as Oregon law requires, a
health clinic reported the pregnancy
of a juvenile. The baby's father was
charged with contributing to the

Lightning
POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
hits D.C.
• Tire ...
monument
WASHINGTON (AP) — Just
three days after it reopened from
seven months' rehab, the Washington Monument was closed
Wednesday because an overnight
lightning strike knocked out the
elevator and the air conditioning
system.
The National Park Service said
the doors were not opened for visitors, some of whom waited in
line two hours to get tickets.
Around 2,000 free tickets were
issued for admission Wednesday.
The park service said they will
not be honored Thursday.
"People will just have to start
the process all over," spokeswoman
Donna Donaldson said.
The tickets are distributed each
morning on a first-come, firstserved basis.
After being closed since December as part of a multiyear project, the 115-year-old monument
reopened Monday after a $10 million facelift that included a massive cleaning.
It will be closed again in December to finish the work. The National Park Service hopes for a permanent reopening in February or
March.

Murray
Place

i Rif fit0
PENIN6
Monday, August 7
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Murray Police Department
• Detectives believe an explosion in a field near Roberson Drive
Wednesday night was the result of a homemade device or possibly a firework. Police responding to the scene found a four- to five-inch cardboard
tube about 1 1/2 inches wide and noticed a smell of burnt black powder.
No property damage occurred, but police found a hole eight inches wide
by three inches deep, which might have been dug out, a detective said.
Evidence was gathered, but no tests are planned yet.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Larry Meeks of Evansville, Ind., reported on Friday that a coon hound
valued at $15,000 was shot twice in the head and killed during a coon hunt
last Thursday in Almo. The dog's owner, Bob Dudley of Salem, Ala., reportedly had turned down $15,000 for the dog. During the hunt, a vehicle
was heard, but not seen,just before three shots were fired. The dog reportedly was found near Short Road with two fist-sized exit wounds.
• A burglary was reported at the Murray Country Club on College Farm
Road on Tuesday after someone broke a clubhouse window with a rock
between 10:30 p.m. Tuesday and 6:30 a.m. Tuesday. The person then
opened a filing cabinet and took $211 from a money bag in one of the
drawers.
• Danny Joe Burkeen, 46, of Garland Lane; Phillip Dean White, 18, of
South 15th Street; and Robert Michael Hartney, 25, of White Oak Drive,
were charged Wednesday with contempt of court for failure to pay a public defender fee.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, reports and/or citationsfrom respective agencies.)

We invite the public
to come
tour our apartment complex
1750 Lowes Drive • Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(270) 759-3003 • Fax:(270) 759-3005
murray@placeproperties.com • wwwtheplacetolive.com

From Page 1
she said.
Appointments for tire pick-up
can be scheduled by calling Burton's office (759-3549). Specials
arrangements are possible for those
unable to deliver their tires, she
said.
Tires on rims will be accepted.
The following will not be included:
• Foam-filled tires.
• Off-road construction and
earth-moving equipment tires.
• Solid tires with pressed-on
rims.
The program is open to the
public, but not to tire retailers,
agricultural tire retailers and salvage yards.

•Rose ...

Police identify body
of murdered woman

From Page 1

choice."
Rose said his interest in the
position waned after his long-time
acquaintance Randy Kimbrough,
Staff Report
She was found dead by a teacher former deputy commissioner of the
at the school at around 9:30 a.m. Department of Education, was
Murray Ledger & Times
An autopsy conducted Wednes- Tuesday. Police believe the woman charged with embezzling more than
day morning in Madisonville iden- was beaten to death there early $500,000.
tified a woman found dead behind Sunday and the body set on fire.
"I had pretty much lost interMayfield Middle School as Jessica
Police have no suspects or possi- est after the Randy Kimbrough thing
ble motives.
happened," Rose said. "There was
Melissa Currin, 18, of Mayfield.
going to be a lot of messy cleanup after that."
Rose also said he was not looking forward to undertaking what
would amount to a public relations
campaign to try and restore
Make a new lifelong friend
the department's credibility.
from abroad. Enrich your
family with another cul"There's going to be a lot that
ture. Now you can host an
the department is going to have
exchange student 1girl or
to do to re-establish its credibiliboy)from Sweden, Germany,
ty," he said. "Plus, I'm really
France. Spain, England,
happy with what's going on at
Japan, Brazil, Italy or other
Murray State."
countries. Becoming a host to
Kevin Noland, the Department
a young international visitor
• of Education's general counsel, has
is an experience of a lifetime!
been acting commissioner since
Piriya, 15 yrs.
Klaus, 17 yrs.
Wilmer Cody resigned in DecemCall for information or to choose your own exchange student. Large
ber.
variety of nationalities, interests, hobbies, etc. now available (single
(Information also provided by
parents, couples with or without children may host). Call us now.
the Associated Press.)

HOST FAMILIES NEEDED

Sara at 1-800-473-0696
www.asse.com
Founded
1976

PASSE
STJCPENT

KC,AhatilI

Fully Accredited
International
Organization

• Carneal
From Page 1

A WORLD OF UNDERSTANDING THROUGH CROSS-CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

GOSPEL
MEETING
Hickory Grove
Church of Christ
Almo, KY

•

sexual delinquency of a minor, a
misdemeanor, even though neither
the mother-to-be nor her family
pressed charges.
Under Kentucky law, the names
of individuals convicted of sex
crimes are to be posted on the State
Police Web site when they move
here. Brainard's name was added to
the registry on July 18, the web site
said.
But some neighbors say Brainard should not be lumped in with
rapists or sexual predators.
"We didn't know if we had a
child molester or what here," said
neighbor Judy Dusing. "It upset the
whole neighborhood, and over
what? Over nothing.
"This kind of thing happens all
the time to the best of families,"
she said. "I just think the whole
thing was misrepresented."
Under a 1998 state law, sheriff's
departments had been required to
notify victims, local police agencies and, in some cases, the general
public when a convicted sex offender moved into their neighborhood.

August 6 - 10, 2000
Sunday 9:00 & 10:00 a.m.
Sun. thru Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Speaker — Richard Guill
Minister of The Coldwater Church of Christ, Murray, KY

Everyone is cordially invited to bring your Bibles
and study God's word with us.

He pleaded guilty but mentally ill
to murder and attempted murder.
Under Wednesday's settlement
proposal, Carneal would offer $10
million in punitive damages to the
estates of each of the three slain
girls and $1 million each for pain
and suffering. The judgment also
agrees to damages in lost earnings of about $9 million for the
three girls. Breen said.
But the offer is largely symbolic because Carneal has no assets
and whether the families would
be able to collect any money is
uncertain. His family's insurance
company, Kentucky Farm Bureau,
has insisted in court motions it is.
not liable for his actions.
Shadoan has ruled Carneal's
parents, Paducah lawyer John
Carneal and his wife, Ann, are
not personally liable for their son's
actions.
Neither of Carneal's lawyers,
Dennis Courtney of Murray and
Mark Pierce of Paducah, returned
telephone calls Wednesday.
The families also had filed a
federal lawsuit against movie producers, makers of violent computer games and operators of Internet pornography sites that allegedly influenced Carneal. But a judge
dismissed that lawsuit.
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Trumpeter welcomes state's GOP
PHILADELPHIA (AP)— Residents of a Philadelphia suburb
probably were wondering what was
going on when they heard a trumpeter playing "Call to the Post" and
"My Old Kentucky Home" early
one morning.

delegation this week.
The others are: Connecticutbased U.S. Tobacco; the Distilled
Spirits Council of the United
States, a national trade organization; Churchill Downs; Amen Health Mercy, which manages
Medicaid cases in Kentucky; and
Southdown Inc., which operates a
cement manufacturing plant and
owns quarries in Kentucky.

The horn player, who was
dressed as a jockey, was hired by
the American Water Works Co. to
welcome Kentucky Republicans in
town for the national convention.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

MORE PAPERWORK.. Incoming Murray High School senior
William Fooks goes over some schedule changes with administrative assistant Monica Evans early this morning before the start of school.

Most of the groups have gone
all-out — renting party spaces in
hotels, restaurants and a museum.
Most have featured open bars, fine
food and even party favors such as
cigars.

American Water Works owns
Kentucky-American Water Company, which provides water services to the Lexington area and is
seeking to expand to other parts of
the state, according to company
President Roy Mundy.

The groups acknowledge they
want to be with people who are active in state and national politics.
"Being visible and being active
is in your best business interest,"
said John Cooper, a lobbyist for

Six corporations or groups with
business ties to the Bluegrass State
are hosting events for the Kentucky

Southdown.
That may be true, but the
schmoozing is not in the best interest of the political process, says
Scott Harshbarger, president of the
government watchdog group Common Cause.
"I think these kinds of parties
hosted by corporate sponsors are
just one more example of the way
in which money in politics is the
key to access," Harshbarger said.
"The conventions in a way are no
longer great exercises in grass-roots
democracy."
The dinner and reception that
U.S. Tobacco hosted at the Hyatt
Hotel honored Sen. Mitch McConnell, who usually disagrees with
Common Cause on campaign reform issues.
This is no exception.

McConnell criticized the group
and said the parties have "zero corrupting potential." He also said the
events defray the cost of attending
a convention.
One delegate said he had a good
time at the dinner for McConnell
but recognized the potential conflict of interest.
"I think it's a delicate thing
when the tobacco industry at this
point in American history hosts
anything," said Jim Skaggs. of
Bowling Green.
Not everyone felt that way.
Delegate Judi Penrod, of Frankfort, says corporations that host
parties and talk to delegates about
issues that concern them are forward thinking.
"Sure they're lobbying," Penrod
said. "Of course they are. They'd
be crazy not to."

Gore's VP search Legislation funds community
living programs
narrowed to six
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Democrat Al Gore has narrowed
his search for a running mate to
five members of Congress and a
female governor, The Associated
Press has learned.
A Democratic source familiar
with the vice president's thinking
said late Wednesday night that the
closely guarded list consists only
of:
—Sen. Evan Bayh of Indiana.
—Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina.
—House
Minority
Leader
Richard Gephardt of Missouri.
—Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts.
—Sen. Joseph Lieberman of
Connecticut.
—Governor Jeanne Shaheen of
New Hampshire.
Gore, whose deliberations had
remained confidential and the
source of widespread speculation
until now, views all but Gephardt
as new-generation politicians who
will contrast favorably with the
GOP ticket of George W. Bush
and Dick Cheney — the son of
former President George Bush and
the elder Bush's defense secretary
— according to the source with
access to internal analyses of the
candidates.
In Gephardt's case, his home
state of Missouri is a key battleground and his ties to labor would
help Gore improve his standing with
liberals. He also would help the
vice president make his case on
Social Security, prescription drugs
and other Democratic issues, the
source said.
The source did not handicap
the prospects of any candidate,
though Gephardt has publicly and
privately told Gore he does not
want the job. The source spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
Gore left open the remote possibility that he could consider a
dark horse candidate who has not
MURRAY
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been publicly discussed, the source
said.
This short list effectively eliminates a number of prominent
Democrats, including former Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, Sens. Bob Kerrey of
Nebraska, Richard Durbin of Illinois, Bob Graham of Florida, Gov.
Gray Davis of California and Energy Secretary Bill Richardson.
From the moment Cheney's
selection became public, Gore's
team labeled it a "retro pick," a
throwback to "old guard Republican politics." Gore believes swing
voters will view Bush-Cheney as
an unwanted rerun of the Bush
administration, especially if Gore
himself creates a ticket with some
freshness, the source said.
Gore plans to announce his selection Tuesday. Each candidate has
long since submitted personal and
financial background material for
review. Gore plans no personal
interviews before making his selection, though advisers couldn't rule
out a telephone call or two.
He has talked daily with the
head of his search team, Warren
Christopher.
Gephardt, 59, wants to help
Democrats regain control of the
House and claim the speakership,
regardless of whether Gore wins.
The vice president's refusal to
strike Gephardt from the list underscores his potential value to the
ticket.
Kerry, 56, a decorated Vietnam
veteran who turned 'against the
war, would emphasize Gore's own
service in Vietnam and the decisions by Bush and Cheney to avoid
going to war, according to the
source.
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RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Every year since 1992, Earl and
Dureada Campbell have applied for
state help that might allow their
mentally retarded daughter to live
independently in the community.
And every year, the state has
told them there's no money available.

But the Campbells and other
Kentucky families waiting for community-based services now have
reason for hope.
Legislation passed by the 2000
General Assembly will put about
$50 million more over the next two
years into community living programs — most of it federal matching Medicaid money.
Kentucky spent about $39.7 million in the last budget year on community-based services for 1,060
people with mental retardation and
other developmental disabilities.
Last year's total Medicaid spending, which includes federal money,
averaged $45,000 per person. That
amount varies depending on the
kind of care provided. The average
cost for care in a state institution is
$58,000, according to state Medi:caid officials.
About 1,500 people have been
on a waiting list for services, some
for several years. In many cases,
elderly parents are caring at home
for adult children with mental retardation.
The state will use the new
money to get 250 people off the
waiting list in each of the next two
years. The law also directs a mental
retardation commission, which met
for the first time this week, to suggest ways to care for the 1,000 people who will stay on the waiting
list.
The new money will pay for
whatever an individual may need to
live with relative independence,
said Kevin Lightle, director for
Kentucky's mental retardation division. That could include speech
therapy, psychological services,
physical therapy and specialized
medical equipment.
The money also will allow the
state to increase payments to pro-
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people to receive support will be
notified as soon as the governor
signs an emergency regulation to
release funding. That could happen
in the next couple of weeks.
Part of the reason Kentucky will
improve services stems from a
1999 Supreme Court decision that
said states are required to provide
community-based services for people with disabilities who would
otherwise be entitled to institutional
services.
The Campbells don't want to put
their 33-year-old daughter, Carolyn, in an institution. They did that
once and Earl Campbell, 74, said
her condition worsened.
"She was like a zombie," he
said. "She could hardly talk, she
was so drugged up."
The new commission has until
Oct. 14 to come up with a 10-year
plan. The plan also will suggest
ways to reach families who need
such care but have not put their
names on the state's waiting list,
from either ignorance or a sense of
hopelessness.
Carolyn is No. 190 on the waiting list. Her mental retardation is
mild, but her mother said the condition worsens with age.
She reads at a third-grade level,
according to her mother, who helps
with dressing, bathing and feeding.
She spells and writes at a firstgrade level. Her math skills also are
first-grade level.
"She can't do much on her
own," said Dureada Campbell, 60.
"Someone always has to be with
her. We just want to be sure she is
taken care of if anything ever hap'pens to us."
The Campbells are prepared.
They built Carolyn a three-bedroom home in 1997, next to their
home. But she can't move in until
she gets help, such as a professional caretaker, to live independently.
The new commission, which
joins state officials with advocates,
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viders and others who help care for
the mentally retarded, or give providers incentives to do so.
State officials said the first 250
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will monitor progress in Ken- opmental disabilities.
tucky's community-based services
"Kentucky, 25 years ago, was
for people like Carolyn. One goal
of the group: improve the state's the leader in community support
for the mentally retarded, but over
national ranking.
In 1998, Kentucky ranked 48th the years we have not grown at the
in the nation in funding for commu- same rate of other states," Lightle
nity-based services for people with said. "What Kentucky is doing now
mental retardation and other devel- will be monumental."
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Campaign could help

V

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — John
McCain knows how to salute, and
when.
That's what he's doing now,
with his good loser campaign for
the man who beat him for the
Republican presidential nomination,
George W. Bush.
The show of support and party
loyalty could build McCain's standing as the man to beat himself in
2004, should Bush lose to Al Gore.
McCain says he has no such
motive. In his script at the Republican National Convention Tuesday night, the Arizona senator said
this "is my time to serve" as a
campaigner for Bush.
He called himself "a distant
runner-up," which he was, although
seldom so self-effacing.
To the cheers of a convention
dotted here and there with the
McCain banners of his lost campaign, the senator said Bush as
president would confidently defend
American interests and values
against any threat.
"I say to all Americans, Republican, Democrat or Independent, if
you believe America deserves leaders with a purpose more ennobling
than expediency and opportunism,
then vote for Governor Bush,"
McCain said.
On the eve.. of the Republican
convention, McCain released about
170 delegates still pledged to him
to vote for Bush. His wife Cindy
cast Arizona's 30 delegate votes
for Bush when the roll call of
states began Monday night.
On his convention week circuit, McCain pressed the campaign
reform issue that was central to
his "late lamented — lamented by
me at least — campaign,- a point
on which he and Bush disagree.
He said they agree on much more.
"Americans don't like sore losers, and I am not going to be
one," he said. Instead, he will be
an active campaigner for the ticket, and for Republican congressional
and state candidates. He's had
more than 125 requests to appear
for them.
McCain will join Bush on a
three-day West Coast campaign
swing next week, and the nomi-
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nee will be his house guest in
Sedona, Ariz. They are to spend
another 7 to 10 days campaigning together in the fall.
Defeated presidential candidates
haven't always been so ready to
rally to the ticket.
Then again, not that many have
had as much to lend the ticket as
the senator from Arizona, whose
2000 campaign ended early but
with a following among reformers, independents, and some
Democrats.
"Independent voters decide elections these days," McCain said as
he made the round of state convention delegations.
They decided his way when he
beat Bush in the New Hampshire
primary, the setback that led the
front-runner to reshape his strategy and play to the Republican
right. It worked and Bush victories forced McCain from the race,
but only after a bitter season in
which they accused each other of
dishonest, low road tactics.
McCain won seven primaries
while the Texas governor was
sweeping to his nominating majority in the rest.
Their reconciliation took time.
But two months after Bush won,
they appeared together in Pittsburgh and McCain endorsed him.
And said it was like taking his
medicine.
He is an active, high-profile player at the convention. The Web site
of his political action committee,
Straight Talk America, features a
daily convention diary of McCain's
doings, in words and photographs.
It all adds to the sense that this
may not be farewell. McCain will
be 64 later this month, so the
2004 presidential election probably would be his last chance as
a candidate, and that is foreclosed
if Bush is president, seeking a

second term.
While McCain does not foreclose the possibility of another
campaign for president, he said
he is committed to the 2000 outcome that would preclude it, urging independents and Republicans
to vote for Bush.
"You win elections by winning
the center," he said. That's where
he may be able to help Bush.
Losers seldom have volunteered
their services so quickly or actively. Some haven't helped at all,
staying out of the campaign or
griping from the sidelines. Some
are simply losers, with nothing
much to offer the ticket.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy evaded the traditional convention-closing TV handshake after President
Jimmy Carter beat him in 1980,
but tried to rally northeastern liberals and minorities by campaigning for him later. Carter lost to
Ronald Reagan.
Reagan narrowly lost the 1976
nomination to President Gerald R.
Ford and did little campaigning
for him.
When Reagan won in 1980, the
GOP loser was George Bush, who
kept campaigning even when it
was obvious he could not win the
nomination. That stubborn challenge almost kept him off the Reagan ticket, but he wound up as
vice president.
For concessions and endorsements aimed at the future, Barry
Goldwater set the standard 40 years
ago. He told his conservative followers to grow up and campaign
for Richard M. Nixon in 1960,
saying their, time would come to
take back the party. They did, four
years later, when Goldwater was
nominated to a GOP ticket that
never stood a chance against Lyndon B. Johnson.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 26 - The Indianapolis Star, on George
W. Bush's vice presidential choice:
George W. Bush made a solid choice in select*
ing Dick Cheney as his running mate.
Cheney isn't exciting, and he doesn't come from
a state packed with electoral votes. But his experience in government and business is superb.
In short, Bush made a mature, reasoned choice
in his most important decision to date. It offers a

RRAY

reassuring hint of his style as president.
Now it is up to Al Gore to respond with an
equally sound selection. Will the vice president
favor geographical or demographic balance over a
proven ability to lead? Or will he pick the best
person available for the job, discounting political
considerations?
As for Bush, his priority is clear. He wants a
vice president of substance.
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Better the first time
WASHINGTON (AP) — Once
one of President Saddam Hussein's
chief tormentors, Scott Ritter is
now a changed man.
The former U.N. weapons
inspector is spending the week in
Iraq, convinced that Saddam no
longer poses a military threat to
his neighbors. The Clinton administration believes Ritter is wasting
his time.
Ritter turned up in Baghdad
last weekend with a camera crew
to videotape weapons sites so he
can assess first hand what the
Iraqis have been up to since Saddam shut down the U.N. operation in December 1998. Ritter plans
to make a documentary in hopes
of dispelling what he believes are
rumors about Iraq's weapons activities.
The Clinton administration wants
to replace the shuttered U.N. operation with a new one that has
been authorized by the U.N. Security Council.
Security
Council
National
spokesman P.J. Crowley believes
the replacement agency will be
better positioned than Ritter to make
judgments about Iraqi military
might.
"Having Iraq host Scott Ritter
for a 'thanks for the memories'
documentary is lovely but it doesn't substitute for full cooperation
with the U.N. inspection regime,"
Crowley says.
"They had the opportunity to
cooperate with Ritter when he was
actually an inspector but didn't."
Department
State
Says
spokesman Philip Re,eker, "I think
it's fairly obvious we don't agree
with some of the assertions made
by Mr. Ritter."
Ritter told The Associated Press
in Baghdad on Wednesday that he
was never anti-Iraq, but as an
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inspector he was merely carrying
out orders. "I was a professional
... so if I was ordered to do something I did it, and if this meant
there was a confrontation so be
it," he said.
He said he was happy to have
been "liberated from the cloak of
being an inspector."
Ritter resigned in a huff two
years ago as a top U.N. weapons
inspector in Iraq, accusing the
administration ago of not supporting
that effort aggressively enough.
Now he is portraying Iraq as the
victim of misguided U.N. Security Council disarmament resolutions with which, he says, it will
be impossible for Baghdad to comply. In addition, he believes U.N.
sanctions should be lifted.
The U.S. government disagrees,
its opinion of Saddam unchanged
since he invaded Kuwait and tried
to annex it. The State Department
is using the occasion of the Wednesday's 10th anniversary of the invasion to call attention at a news
conference to Saddam's perceived
misdeeds. Not long ago, the State
Department called him a "mad
dictator."
Ritter's apostasy has alienated
Richard Butler, the former chairman of UNSCOM, the shorthand
term for the now-defunct U.N.
inspection agency.
In response to Ritter's contention in the magazine Arms Control Today that UNSCOM left Iraq
"qualitatively disarmed," Butler
said the "facts are clear and alarm-

ing, and they do not support this
assertion."
Butler used to be one of Ritter's biggest boosters, once calling him "a professional officer of
the highest quality."
Saddam also has changed his
mind about Ritter, inviting him to
Iraq this week after accusing him
during his UNSCOM days of being
a spy and demanding that he be
removed from the inspection team.
After arriving in Iraq last Saturday, Ritter told Iraqi reporters
that there has been a lot of "irresponsible speculation" about alleged
Iraqi efforts to rebuild weapons
of mass destruction since Saddam
cut off cooperation with UNSCOM
in December 1998.
In his June 2000 magazine piece,
Ritter said UNSCOM's seven-year
inspection effort accomplished a lot.
"Because of the work carried
out by UNSCOM, it can be fairly stated that Iraq was qualitatively disarmed at the time inspectors were withdrawn," he wrote.
"By the end of 1998, Iraq had,
in fact, been disarmed to a level
unprecedented in modern history,
but UNSCOM and the Security
Council were unable and in some
instances unwilling to acknowledge this accomplishment."
Butler, his one-time admirer,
disagrees. Saddam is "manufacturing the weapons of mass destruction with which he threatens the
Iraqi people, his neighbors and,
by extension, the safety of the
world," Butler said recently.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Advocate-Messenger, Danville
In 1996 when the Kentucky General Assembly
passed a law allowing people to carry concealed
weapons, opponents of the bill predicted blood
would run in the streets of our state.
They couldn't have been more wrong.
The latest review of the impact of the concealed carry law, this one by The Courier Journal
newspaper in Louisville, has shown that the 56,000
Kentuckians currently holding permits to carry guns
are an extraordinarily law-abiding bunch.
The Louisville newspaper examined statistics
kept by the Kentucky State Police and found that
number of murder and forcible rape charges brought
against permit holders were far less than for population at large.
For the three year period from 1997 to 1999,
the state police statistics showed that an average
of 1.67 murder charges per year were filed against
permit holders compared with a statewide average
of 239 murders per year.
Murder charges were filed against permit holders at a rate of 3.8 per 100,000, compared with a
rate of 6.1 per 100,000 for the general population.
(The state police statistics do not show whether
or not guns were used in the murders.)
The statistics for forcible rape show a much
larger difference between permit holders and the
general public.
During the three-year period, only an average
of .67 forcible rape charges per year, or a rate of
1.6 per 100,000 were filed against permit holders
while an average of 1,202 charges, or 30.8 per
100,000, were filed statewide.
These statistics showing that the people who go
through the extensive training and background
checks necessary to get concealed carry licenses
are far less likely to commit violent crimes should
finally put to rest much of the overblown rhetoric
about the "gunslinger law."
The law simply hasn't turned out the way its
opponents predicted.
Permit .holders are carrying their guns for selfprotection, and they are doing so responsibly. That's
what the facts show.
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
The big news is, Steve Henry now chairs the
National Conference of Lieutenant Governors. Now
there's a group that could do a lot. Whatever the
agenda, its members have plenty of time to invest.
On the other hand, it's not easy being a second stringer. As the assassin tells poor Don Lucchesi in one of the "Godfather" movies, "Power
wears out those who don't have it:"
Kentucky's experience with the wearying office
reaches back to 1799 when it was created, in part,
to ensure that somebody would break tie votes in
the state Senate.
The first occupant was Alexander Bullitt, who
built a farm, Oxmoor, where settlers and Native
Americans on occasion tried to kill each other.
At one point it also provided housing for 120
slaves.
Today, it's notable as the site of a shopping

mall.
Unencumbered as he is by program expertise
gained while lieutenant governor, perhaps Dr. Henry
can share some of the political lore that's associated with his office.
For example, among the more memorable lieutenant governors of the modern era was Emerson
"Doc" Beauchamp.
On hearing an alarmed poll worker report that
the other side was stuffing a ballot box at some
precinct, Doc Beauchamp was reputed to have said,
"That's OK, son, we're not counting out of that
box anyway."
In any case, chairmanship of the National Conference of Lieutenant Governors sounds like a position in which it isn't necessary to rise to the occasion. We're confident Dr. Henry can handle it.
The Kentucky Post, Covington
For 40 years the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights has sought to ensure racial justice
throughout the commonwealth.
Through the commission's hard work and commitment, and the struggle by many brave individuals, the dark days of separate schools and separate drinking fountains are gone.
Signs no longer proclaim, "Blacks need not
apply," and hotels and motels no longer divide
along color lines.
Throughout the commonwealth, many have joined
arms in the struggle for racial justice and for the
cause of civil rights.
But singled out for his contribution Tuesday
was the late Father Anthony H. Deye of Covington, who fought for integration in the schools and
marched with Martin Luther King Jr.
He was among the first inductees named to the
new Kentucky Civil Rights Hall of Fame in Louisville.
Father Deye, as well as the other seven nominees
from Northern Kentucky, helped shape the commonwealth's history for the better.
But while we celebrate the progress the commission has made over the past four decades and
recognize the hard work and stellar accomplish
meets of dedicated individuals, we must also be
aware that inequality and racism still exist.
Any celebration must be tempered by that reality. And we must be mindful that ensuring justice
for all will require a continuing commitment by
all.
Strides must still be made in Northern Kentucky. Most neighborhoods in Northern Kentucky
remain essentially segregated and flare-ups of violence and hatred aimed at minorities still occur.
A recent state report critical of the Covington
Independent School District included concerns about
minority staffing.
And while progress has been made Northern
Kentucky University continues to work to increase
its minority enrollment.
The hard work is far from complete in changing our social structure and institutions and in
altering our attitudes.As Beverly Watts, the commission's executive director, put it, "We've come
a long way, but we still have ways to go."
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Mrs. Lurhne Billington
Mrs. Lurline Billington, 89, Sharpe Street, Murray, died today, Thursday, Aug. 3, 2000, at 4:05 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
J.H. Churchill Funeral is in charge of arrangements.

Almon B.(A.B.) Rhea
Almon B.(A.B.) Rhea, 85, East 12th Street, Benton, died Wednesday,
Aug. 2, 2000, at 7 a.m. at his home.
He founded and operated Benton True Value. He was a member of Mt.
Carmel United Methodist Church in Calloway County, T.L. Jefferson
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons and Rizpah Shrine Temple, Madisonville.
One sister, Opal Rhea, and two great-grandchildren preceded him in
death. He was the son of the late Steve Rhea and Lucy Langston Rhea.
Mr. Rhea is survived by his wife, Mrs. Emma Jean Rhea; two daughters, Mrs. Martha Ann Davis, Cadiz, and Mrs. Verenda Jean Johnson,
Benton; seven grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. David Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow
in Cole Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations of St. Jude's
Children's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Norma Kay York
The funeral for Mrs. Norma Kay York will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Officiating will be the
Rev. Trad York, the Rev. Alvin York and the Rev. Ricky Cunningham.
Burial will follow in Pace Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to American
Kidney Fund, 6110 Executive Blvd., Suite 1010, Rockville, MD 208529813.
Mr. York, 60, Hardin. died Tuesday, Aug. 1, 2000, at 4 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Hardin Baptist Church, she was retired from the housekeeping department at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her father,
Frank Erwin, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Neal York; one daughter, Mrs. Neala
Housman and husband, Don, Hardin; two sons, Erwin Ken York and wife,
Secret. Benton, and Kerry (Pee *ee) York and wife, Sherri. Hardin; one
sister, Mrs. Marsha Phillips, Hardin; six grandchildren.

Employee fired from
Transportation Cabinet

Charles W. Bauer, assigned to
the Department of Highways district office at Reidland, also acknowledged that he engaged in
phone sex while at work, that he
participated in non-work-related
chat rooms, and that he visited
adult Web sites.
Bauer, an engineer from Calvert
City, also admitted to using a state-

issued digital camera to take 12
photographs of his genitals, according to the state's letter of termination.
It was obtained by The Paducah
Sun through the state Open Records Law.
His dismissal was effective
Monday. He has 60 days to file an
appeal.
The termination letter said an
audit of the computer assigned to
him by the state indicated that he
had visited adult-oriented Web sites
during working hours at least 59
times from Jan. 13, 1999, through
June 28 of this year.
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RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Kristjan Kogerma Jr. proclaims
himself a well-adjusted, successful
student with an advanced degree at
the University of Louisville and
many friends among the student
body.
A quarter century ago, it was a
different story. Kogerma was accused of murdering his father,
mother and grandmother and
wounding a Berea police officer
and a next-door neighbor. He was
found incompetent to stand trial
and sent to Western State Hospital
in Hopkinsville.
But Kogerma was quietly released several years ago and has
never stood trial for theNlings,
much to the surprise and dismay of
many, including one of his alleged
victims.
On June 4, 1975, Berea was
badly shaken by the brutal killings
of Kristjan Kogerma Sr., 53, who
was chairman of the Berea College
German department; his wife
Amanda Kogerma, 51; and her
mother Amanda Sode, 82. News reports at the time said the elder Kogerma had been shot in the chest
and one of his arms had been
ripped off; Mrs. Kogerma had been
shot and stabbed in the neck. Sode
was hit with three blasts from a
shotgun.

Kogerma said the crimes were Health Services in Frankfort. But
the result of his mental illness. He Lawson said that because of confiis now receiving proper treatment dentiality regulations, he couldn't
and trying to create a new life for confirm that Kogerma ever was a
himself. He acknowledges, how- patient at Western State, even
ever, he has had difficulty finding a though his commitment to the hosjob and he declines to talk about pital can be found in open court rethe killings.
cords.
"I'm a good, decent individual,"
- Two days after the shootings
he told the Richmond Register for a and stabbings occurred at the Kostory published recently. "I feel like germa home, a Madison County
any decent individual would feel grand jury indicted Kogerma, then
about something like that."
24, on three counts of murder. He
Ron Devere, then a police offi- also was charged with shooting and
cer, was wounded while answering wounding Devere and the Kogera call at the Kogerma house. He is ma's next-door neighbor, Berea Ponow the Madison County jailer. He lice Judge George Noss.
If convicted of triple murder,
recalls hearing about Kogerma's release from the hospital, but nothing Kogerma could have been sentenced to death or life imprisonofficial.
"Someone called me, maybe ment. But Kogerma, now 49, never
from Hopkinsville. I remember it was actually tried because in 1981,
well. But I got no real notice, and a Madison County jury ruled he
was "a mentally ill person" not
the guy shot me," Devere said.
The uninformed officials include competent to assist in his own defense or stand trial.
the accused killer's former lawyer,
Madison Circuit Judge James S.
local judges and a spokeswoman
Chenault, now retired, committed
for the prosecutor's office.
Kogerma to the state Department of
The latest word Madison Circuit
Human Resources and sent him to
Judge Julia Hylton Adams heard Western
State.
was in 1994, she said, when West"When we committed him, the
ern State officials notified her they
intention was that he would never
were planning Kogerma's release.
be able to stand trial, that he would
Western State officials referred never be
released," Chenault said in
all questions to Gil Lawson, an interview with the
Richmond
spokesman for the state Cabinet for Register.

JJB

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Uniformed Kentucky State Police
officers have begun attending interim General Assembly meetings
at the request of legislative officials
who said they are concerned about
security.
The additional legislative precautions are part of a small but
growing concern about security at
state facilities in the capital and
throughout the state.
State police have long been a
presence during legislative sessions, though the number of officers assigned increased from four
to six during the 2000 session that
ended in April.
"They do a good job. They're
unobtrusive," Legislative Research
Commission Director Bobby Sherman said this week. "Their pres-

ence alone is, I think, advantageous
to security."
There have been few reported
security incidents over the years,
though one man with a gun was escorted from the Capitol Annex during the legislative session this year.
Ironically, when legislators passed
the law to allow people with permits to carry concealed weapons,
they made sure such weapons were
not allowed at General Assembly
meetings.
John Lile, deputy state police
commissioner and chief of operations, said this week two officers
will be assigned to the Capitol or
annex during interim committee
meetings. Committee meetings can
sometimes be held two or three
days each week. The officers return
to their normal duties when not at

'Survivor'update provided
If you missed "Survivor"
Wednesday, here are the essential
developments on CBS's hit adventure-reality show for week 10 of
the 13-week series:
— Voted Off: A bombshell!
Youth basketball coach Gervase,
who was many oddsmakers'favorite
to win.
Castaways:
Remaining
—
Colleen, Kelly, Richard, Rudy,
Sean. Susan.
— Reward Challenge: A race
across a bamboo-pole structure
mounted in the water. Reward?
Use of a cell phone, plus a slice
of hot pizza delivered by heli-

copter. Gervase wins. He shares
the slice.
— Light Up: Gervase receives
word of a new son (his fourth child),
plus a cigar. And he gets to phone
home.
— Immunity Challenge: A race
to be first to gather wood and
build a fire that burns the string
stretched above it. Richard wins.
— Quote: "It's just 11 days
left. and I'm totally shocked I'm
still here" (Gervase).
— Nielsen Ranking Last Week:
First place, with an estimated 27
million viewers.
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$50
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MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART
WILLIS CENTER AND EARLY
HEAD START JOINT REGISTRATION
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For information call 762-3262

.4% 24 Months 7.10%

Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
•Proof-of-Income - Check stubs,'99 tax returns (1040 tax form, W2 forms)K-TAP, Child Support, Social Security or SSI, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
'Social Security cards of all family members
'
Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
'Custody Documentation, if applicable

$500

will be closed Saturday, Aug. 5th

Peoples Bank

So we can support

Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934
vit meta FDIC

3:00 p.m. until?
Playhouse in the Park

REPORT LOCAL SPORTS

ELIGIBILITY REOLJIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART
•Age three or four by October 1, 2000
*Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school district's
free meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal Poverty Guidelines).
•Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 2000-2001 school year and meet disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.

Locations of Programs: MSU Special Education Building and
Willis Early Child Care Center

-Nat

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause but invite
and encourage all our customers to come out and enjoy the fun.

CALL 753-1916 TO

(acrossfrom the Boy Scout Museum)

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective August 2, 2000.

The Playhouse in the Park
1st Annual BBQ and Bluegrass Festival

"The security issues are very
complex," Russ said.
Within the next two years, some
interior rooms in the Capitol and
annex will be accessible only with
a security badge. And some exterior doors may also be closed to
general public use.
A similar approach is already in
place in the huge State Office

Building in north Frankfort, where
there has been a rash of telephone
bomb threats. The public can only
use a single entrance now without
security badges.
For some events, Russ noted
that armed personnel from the Department of Facilities Security, an
arm of the state police, can be stationed at a building. "We have to
use that judiciously," Russ said.
"We have a whole set of things
we are trying to do .behind the
scenes to make these things.better,"
Russ said.
Officials are reluctant to talk
about some of the security concerns
and initiatives, in part to not tip
their hands and in part to keep the
matter in perspective.
"There is always the potential
there," Lile said.

Friday, August 4, 2000 - 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU

$1000

Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

the Capitol, Lile said.
There is virtually unfettered access to the Capitol and annex on
any given day. Armond Russ, commissioner of Facilities Management, said there are competing interests on the subject of security.
Elected officials want the public
to be able to come and go, but still
want some level of security maintained.

REGISTRATION

6.00%

W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Member NYSE and SIPC

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

If Kogerma has recovered
enough to lead a normal life, "I
would be surprised, very surprised," said Kogerma's former
lawyer, Charles Coy of Richmond.
"He's never been tried, you know.
Every time he was brought back (to
jail), they would say he was competent, then he would deteriorate
during the incarceration. It's the
strangest case I ever had." .
When Adams was contacted by
phone and letters from Western
State, notifying her that the hospital
planned to release Kogerma in July
1994. She responded by urging
"caution," but told Western State
t
icaoluwriosrnkoerloCnhgarerliehaMd
the
aauthority
over the case.
Experts from Western State said
Kogerma had been successfully
treated for his mental illness.
"It is the consensus of the staff,
working with Mr. Kogerma, that he
would not present danger to either
himself or others," they wrote.
The status of Kogerma's murder
indictments in Madison Circuit
Court also isn't clear. No judge has
dismissed the case and it remains
among the files in the circuit court
clerk's office, the Register reported. But both Chenault and Adams have written that the case is, in
effect, closed.

Police standing guard at legislature meetings

Our Best Investment Is You.
-te
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Man charged with murder released

DEATHS

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
state Transportation Cabinet has
fired an employee who admitted
that he frequently used his state
computer to send and receive pornographic material.

TH11):_10

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th
& Chestnut • South Branch: 12th & Story
Kroger Money Market •
Phone: 767-BANK

rill

OP

4

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEADSTART
•Pregnant Women
•Infants and Toddlers Age Birth to Three
•Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines

For Information Call: 762-5438
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'Proof-of-Income - Check stubs,'99 tax return (1040 form, W2forms), K-TAP,
Child Support, Social Security or SS1, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
'Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
Location of Programs: MSU Special Education Building
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RECEIVES QUILT...Gene Garvey shows the specially designed
quilt by Quilt Lovers that he and his wife, Janet, received
in a special promotion during Freedom Fest 2000.

Garveys win quilt
Mr and Mrs. Rick Stubblefield

Etheridge-Stubblefield
vows said on July 18
Amanda Etheridge and Rick Stubblefield were married Tuesday,
July 18, 2000, at the Sandals Resort, Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Parents of the couple are Dale and Mitzie Etheridge of Benton;
Johnny and Phyllis Walker of Paducah; and Richie Stubblefield of
Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is the granddaughter of Billie and Etta Bourland and
Willie and Lalah Etheridge, all of Benton.
The groom is the grandson of Clifford and Maxine Adams of Paducah.
Mrs. Stubblefield is a 1996 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is a teller supervisor at Firstar Bank in Reidland.
Mr. Stubblefield is a 1993 graduate of Lone Oak High School and
is currently attending Murray State University. He is employed at
O'Charleys Restaurant.
The couple is now residing in Paducah.
A reception in honor of the couple will be Sunday, Aug. 13, at
1:30 p.m. at Benton Church of Christ, Benton. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Quilt Lovers of Murray had a
special promotion of giving away
a quilt during the Freedom Fest
Fair here July 4.
Gene and Janet Garvey of Paris,
Tenn., were the recipients of the
quilt.
Members of Quilt Lovers each
were given a packet of fabric and
asked to make blocks that would
go with a mariner's compass, the
center motif of the quilt.
After members from Calloway,
Graves, Marshall, Trigg and Lyon
counties in Kentucky and Henry
county in Tennessee turned in their
blocks, a committee assembled the
blocks in a setting that made each
block appear to go up or down
slightly like the waves in the
ocean.
Carol Hodges quilted the top.

The money raised will be used
for community service and educational projects.
Quilt Lovers of Murray meet
the third Tuesday of each month
at 6 p.m. in the meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library.
Members and guests are encouraged to participate in Show and
Tell followed by a business meeting and an educational program
varying from color theory to sewing
machine history and care.
Also members are encouraged
to participate in fundays and workshops to learn how to make various types of quilts.
The monthly meetings are open
to all interested persons. For more
information call Peggy Smith at
759-4769.

Cooperative officials of the new Fish Processing Plant for
Calloway and Graves Counties are all excited about the groundbreaking which will take place Friday at 10:30 a.m. at the
plant site.
To reach the location take Highway 94 West to the intersection of Highway 97 to Tri City, then turn left and the site
is just down the highway. This location is at a point near the
Calloway-Graves county line.
Several farmers have already made and developed ponds for
the fish to be used in this profit making venture. It is amazing to see the large ponds and the way the fish are fed about
twice a day. As with any part of farming, it takes work and
patience. With the tobacco acreage decreasing, this is another
way for the farmers to receive profits for the operation of
their farms.

Angel Alert is issued
An angel alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center for three mothers, each with two young children, who are victims of domestic violence. These three families
are in special places now. Needed are all kinds of furniture, household items, etc., for the establishment of a home for the mothers
and the children. Any person having items to donate for these families in a crisis situation, call. the center at 762-7333.

4-H promotion on Saturday
Calloway County 4-H Club will have a fund-raising promotion
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hardees on the north side
of Murray and Walter's Pharmacy on the south side of Murray.
Funds raised in this promotion will go toward expenses of taking
4-H projects to the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.

Head Start registration Friday
Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will hold
registration Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first floor of
the Murray State University Special Education Building on North
16th Street. The Preschool/Head Start program serves eligible 3
and 4-year-old children. the Early Head Start program serves eligible pregnant women, infants and children to the age of three.

Jones reunion on Sunday
Descendants of Arlie Jones and Harriet Smith Jones will have
a reunion on Sunday at the Weaks Community Center (rear entrance).
A potluck lunch will be served at noon. For information call Patricia Jones Lassiter at 753-7787 or Cantrell Jones at 753-6024.

BMX event on Saturday
BMX Calloway will host a State Qualifier on Saturday at the
track in Murray-Calloway County Park. Registration will be from
noon to 1:30 p.m. Races will begin at 2 p.m. Local riders must
run three State Q races for points in the state series. In case of
rain, races will be held Aug. 11 with registration from 5 to 6 p.m.
and races to start at 6:30 p.m. The State Grands will be in Louisville
in October. Practice sessions are held on Thursday from 6 to 8
p.m. and are open to anyone over 18 and under with a parent's
permission.

Benefit gospel singing planned
A benefit gospel singing will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church. All local singers are invited. All
proceeds will go to the Ronnie Mardis, who was injured in a
motorcycle accident, and his family. For information call Ronnie
Burkeen, 753-7060, Kathy Adams, 474-2221, or Sherry Prescott,
474-9703.
ALPHA MEETING...Serving as hostesses at a recent meeting of Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club were,
from left, Janet Dees, Gerry Mellon and Ruth Wright.
STUDENTS AT PLAY...pictured are Evelyn Bolin, teacher of
the Murray Pre-School Cooperative, along with last year's
class of three-year-olds during a play period. For more
information about the pre-school call Jill Adams at 7598578.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
o
Theatres
liel.9
1008 Chestnut St.

Patriot
R - 1:00 - 4:00 - 7:30
Program Information
Call 753-3314

The Senior Wheels USA Program makes available power (electric) wheelchairs to senior citizens, 65 years old and up) and
other permanently disabled, at no

**a Precious Paws 0%
Grooming Parlor
•PROFESSIONAL GROOMING
•LARGE AND SMALL BREEDS
•PROOF OF VACCINATION REQUIRED

Matinees Friday,
Saturday & Sunday

Nutty Professor 2: The Klumps
PG13- 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30
Pokemon: The Movie 2000
G - 1:20 - 3:35 - 7:20
What Liesateneath
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:45
X-Men
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15- 9:40
Scary Movie
R-110-310-710-910
Disney's The Kid
PG - 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:00 - 9:25
Perfect Storm
PG13 - 9:35

Power wheelchairs available
out of pocket cost, if they qualify.
The power wheelchairs are provided to those who are in a wheelchair (can not walk) and cannot
self-propel a manual wheelchair,
and who meet the additional guidelines of the program.
If your need is for use in your
home, call for more information
on the additional qualifications.
Persons may call toll free, Tom
Thurlow at 1-800-360-8765.

Keep up with
Murray & Calloway
County by reading
the Today Pages.

8:30 - 5:00 Monday-Friday
call For Appointment (270)759-1331
402 S. 12th St.• Murray
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WOW Ranger trip planned
Calloway County Woodmen of the World youth members will
have Ranger Day at Venture River (its free) on Saturday. All youth
members will meet at Camp WOW, U.S. Highway 641 North, at
1:30 p.m. to go to the event. All parents and guests will pay regular price. Drinks and snacks will be served at the park. To sign
up to go call 753-4377.

Bluegrass concert on Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will feature One Way
Rider from Nashville, Tenn., at its concert on Friday at 7:30 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar Si., Murray. Special
guest M.C. will be Molly Melson, DJ of WKMS's "Music From
The Front Porch." Admission is free but donations will be accepted.

Benefit Chicken-Fry Friday
An area benefit chicken-fry will be Friday from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora, by Knights of Columbus
Council #11453 in order to aid the Kentucky Lake area community. The complete meal of fried chicken, mashed potatoes and
gravy, green beans, cole slaw, desserts and beverages will be served
for $6 for adults, $3 for children, 7 to 12, and free to children
under six. All proceeds will benefit charitable activities.

Oaks Couples plan Bridge
Couples Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday at
7 p.m. at the club. Hosts will be Richard and Rita Huddleston,
phone 753-2959. This is open to all members of the club.
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Every Friday Night

13401•N•G•0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m

121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250

Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club. License *0181
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YMCA campaign aims to 'build people'
By BRENDA McGARVEY
We Build People ... Partner's
With Youth ... Building Dreams..
One Child at a Time .. Touch a
Life. Feel the Magic ... different
campaign names, but the same vision YMCAs share across the
country.
Annually, YMCAs perform sustaining campaigns to raise funds to
support our mission statement ...
"providing programs that build
healthy spirit, mind and body for
all regardless of socio-economic
circumstances."
Inevitably, at the beginning of
each campaign that nervousness
creeps in. It starts at the pit of your
stomach and works its way up - the
fear that comes along with asking
their money to
CWC BRUNCH...Pictured at the July brunch of the Christ- somebody to donate
your worthy cause. But as that fear
ian Women's Club of Murray were, from left, Jeri-Kay Sager,
Jill Herndon, Effie Kemp .and Nikki Pearson.

yllICA
creeps up and starts to take hold of
my heart, I remember the faces.
I remember Mike's face when
he approached me at the Y two
months ago. Mike is a social service counselor. He came to my office asking for financial support for
his client. Mike's client resides outside Calloway County and is a
mother of two young children. He
was desperate for help.
His county does not have a Family YMCA to act as a safety net for
individuals that cannot support
themselves. This mother of two, al-

courts
ensnared
Parents,
Pearson, Herndon, Steely
present program for CWC in two-state custody battle
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Two
man.
sets
of parents and courts in two
The special feature on "Barbecuing" was presented by Jane states are arguing they should conSteely, Calloway County Exten- trol the fate of red-haired, bluesion Agent in Home Economics. eyed, 3-year-old Justin.
Justin was born in February
She gave special pointers as to
safety in barbecuing and also 1997 to Regina Moore and Jerry
showed many ways to make bar- Doming of Covington. About a
year later, Richard and Cheryl
becuing more enjoyable.
Mrs. Steely was introduced by Asente of Girard, Ohio, obtained
Christina McQueary, special fea- custody of Justin and began trying to adopt him. The Asentes
ture chairman.
Also assisting were Jo Lovett, adopted Justin's older brother Joey
project for the month; Allene in 1995.
Knight, pianist; Nancy Rice, decBut in March 1998, the child's
orations and prayer favors; and biological parents tried to regain
Nettie Bennett, name tags.
custody and the battle has been
The next brunch will be Aug. joined ever since.
18 from 10 a.m. to noon at Green
An attorney for the birth parHorse Cafe. Reservations should
be made by Aug. 16 by calling ents told the Kentucky Court of
Freda Lovett, phone 753-3999, or Appeals on Wednesday that the document the couple signed was not
Jo Lovett, phone 753-4683.
a final release of parental rights,
the document needed to open the
way for legal adoption.
"This consent statute demands
they know the full legal effects
before signing it and they didn't,"
Mr. and Mrs. Scott B. Jones of 2076 Brooks Chapel Rd., Dexter, said Glenda Harrison, Moore's
are the parents of a daughter, Cassie Elizabeth Jones, born on Thurs- attorney.
day, July 13, 2000, at 8:01 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Kenton County Circuit Court
The baby weighed eight pounds and measured 20 inches. The moth- judge ruled that the Asentes must
er is the former Beth Lassiter. A brother is Johnathon E. Jones.
return Justin to his biological parGrandparents are Mrs. Martha Lassiter and the late Rev. Harold ents. An Ohio court ruled that
Lassiter of Murray and Steve and Sharon Lyons of Almo.
Kentucky had no jurisdiction in
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Clover Jones and the late Edward the case, but the initial ruling was
Jones of Almo.
overturned on appeal and that case

Nikki Pearson of Bartlett, Tenn.,
was the speaker at the brunch held
by Christian Women's Club of
Murray on July 21 at Green Horse
Cafe.
The speaker, a native of Pennsylvania, now lives in Barlett with
her husband and two adopted children. She related experiences in
her early life and told how the
Christian Women's Club Prayer
Coffees she attended has helped
her in everyday life.
Mrs. Pearson was introduced
by Effie Kemp, acting chairman.
Jan Herndon, a teacher at Murray High School, was the guest
soloist. She sang "God Bless the
U.S.A." and "Praise His Name."
She is married to Randy Herndon.
Mrs. Herndon was introduced
by Jeri-Kay Sager, music chair-

BIRTHS

Cassie Elizabeth Jones

is pending before the Ohio Supreme
Court.
Mitchell Chamey, the Asentes'
attorney, argued to a three-judge
panel of the Kentucky appellate
court that once Justin was placed
with the couple, the state of Kentucky, as well as Moore and Doming, no longer had any jurisdiction in the case.

Pudding

eioch,

though well intentioned, is neither
mentally nor emotionally able to
hold a job at the present time.
I remember the faces of these
two young children, who were
probably not going be able to do
the things that most kids will be doing this summer, like swimming in
the city park, sitting in a darkened
movie theater and watching the
crazy antics of barnyard animals in
-Chicken Run," climbing the tower
and learning teamwork skills at the
Boy Scout Museum or shooting
hoops with a camp counselor.
These kids were not going to be
spending summer vacations at Disneyland or on the parking lot eating
ice cream after a well-fought baseball game.
I remember the faces of these
same two children as I saw them
line up eagerly at the school bus
waiting to go on the next adventure
the Family Y had in store for them
that field trip day. I remember the
faces, and the apprehension I once
had begins to slowly fade away.
I remember the faces of the kids,
adults and families this YMCA has
served over the past years. There

"Otherwise," Charney said, "we
are going to have havoc in the
adoption law. We're going to have
hundreds of voidable adoptions
and hundreds of adoptions in jeopardy."
Charney said the Asentes were
never given a chance to rebut the
argument that prompted the order
by Kenton Circuit Judge Patricia
Summe to return the child to his
biological parents.
"This case is so fraught with
error it would be impossible in
15 or 35 minutes to present the
court with all the arguments or
all the errors," Charney said.
Harrison said Moore and Dorning were incorrectly told by another attorney they could change their
minds even after they signed the
consent-to-adopt forms.
Chantey said the forms make
no mention of allowing for a
change of heart, and that Moore
and Doming knew how the process
worked from when they gave their
other son up for adoption.

have been so many.
There are the faces of the seniors unable to afford facility fees
because the cost of prescription
medicine had stripped them of most
of their finances. There are the
faces of adults that work hard every
day to improve their financial situation, but yet are unable to afford the
childcare they need to continue
working.
There are the faces of adults,
young and old, suffering from ailments ranging from heart disease to
diabetes in need of a certified exercise counselor to help guide them
through a program aimed at bettering their health. As I remember
these faces, I begin to feel much
bolder.
This month, as the YMCA embarks on our campaign. "We Build
People," to raise money to support
the faces in our community in need
of our support. I ask you to remember these faces.
Our campaign will run through
the end of August and we will be
hosting many fun events, such as a
bachelor auction, yard sale, barbecues, etc., to help support this campaign.
If you happen to be in the neighborhood and would like to connect
with the Family Y to make a difference in our community, you know
where we are. You can find us right
next door to Pagliai's or call us by
dialing 759-YMCA (9622).

Announcing
Barbara Pflaumer, bride-elect of
Andy Jobs has selected Stainlessfrom
our Bridal Registry. Barbara and
Andy will be married August 12th.

The

Kegistry
Of JVturray

Heather Kraemer & Shannon Stephens - July 15thi
fanise Greer & Aaron Page - July 22nd
Summer Roberson & Rob Cross - August 5th
Kelli Jane Morris & Ryan Clark - August 26th
Amy McCarty & Chris Smith - September 2nd
Marla Ford & Richard Moroscak - October 7th
Portia Shafer & Brian Carroll - October 7th
Rachel L. Hurt & John Madura - October 14th

209 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0350

Last Days
to Save!
Sale Ends
Sat., Aug. 5.
Save on regularpriced clothing,
shoes & accessories
for the entire family!

BUY OVER $150

SAVE 30%

Open at 9 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. for
Sidewalk Sale

BUY $50.01-S150

SAVE 25%
BUY S25-$50

SAVE 20%
OFFER APPLIES TO REGULAR-PRICED
APPAREL, ACCESSORIES AND SHOES

Shop Now through
Saturday, August 5
Buy More Save More applies to regular-priced merchandise only
and is effective July 30-Aug. 5, 2000 Discount does not apply to
Sale prices, Red-Ticketed Clearance, Value Right. "2-or-more"
prices, Cosmetics and Fragrances. Calvin Klein', Derrnalogice,
Easy Spinr. Hanes', Nike* MAX AIR. Outlet stores, or to Services,
Gift Cards, poor purchases, or in combination with any other offer

JCPenne otot-tomuserfilik
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270)759-1400

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
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Ford continues recovery
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — As
Gerald Ford continued his recovery, doctors defended their diagnosis of a sinus infection the night
before they determined he had suffered one and possibly two small
strokes.
Doctors said the former president had complained of soreness
in his face, but asked only for
pain reliever.
"I can tell you that the care
that he was given ... by the emergency room was appropriate," Dr.
Steven Klasko, associate dean of
clinical affairs at Hahnemann University Hospital, said Wednesday.
Ford went from the Republican National Convention to the
hospital for about a half-hour Tuesday night and was given antibiotics. He returned Wednesday morning with slurred speech and difficulties with balance.
Neurological exams confirmed
he had suffered at least one mild
stroke, doctors said.
Dr. Robert Schwartzman, the
hospital's chief of neurology, said

the stroke was not initially detected because "it looks like an ear
infection.- He said Ford's private
doctor had been treating him for
pain in his face and tongue.
Ford, 87, was listed in serious
condition, but the hospital and his
aide said his condition had
improved Wednesday evening. He
is expected to remain hospitalized
for five or six days and is being
treated with drugs to prevent his
blood from clotting.
The aide, Calvin McDowell,
said Ford has not questioned the
hospital's diagnoses and believes
the staff "has been nothing but
fabulous."
Doctors said it is easy to misdiagnose a stroke — most commonly caused by a blood clot in
the brain — because many of the
symptoms look like other ailments.
Dr. Jeffrey Saver, neurological
director of the UCLA Stroke Center, said as many as 5 percent of
all strokes are initially misdiagnosed.
"All too often, patients wish to

DISH Network

DIGITAL DYNAMITE
BLOWS Cable Away!

Includes:

••••.

Add a second receiver for only $S more per month.

SIGN UP TODAY!
Only $99 Upfront fee includes basic Professional Installation

and one month's programming discount.
One year programming commitment and valid credit card required.
3 OTHER GREAT DIGITAL DYNAMITE PtANS AVAILABLE

WOOD ELECTRONICS INC.
408 N. 12th St.• Murray (Next to Pizza Hut) 270-753-0530

%

I '0 (1 k

www dishnotwork.com

Oder ends 1Cri'311X All pnces packages and programming subiect lo change wirrdut OnSe L,X.11 and stale sates taxes may appry.
All DISH Network programming. and any other services that are provided, are subtect lo the terms and coroCktorts of the Residential
Customer Agreement, which is available upon request Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programmmg availability. and for at offers See your DISH Network retailer, DISH Nehrork product literature or Me DISH Ne0006 Websde at Mr.dish.
network com to' complete details and resections All serwe marks and trademarks betong In thee respectree ownem

arterial disease caused the clot in
Ford's brain stem, the part of the
brain that controls balance, speech
and other faculties.
Schwartzman said they suspected
Ford also suffered a mild stroke
a day earlier, but there was no
evidence of brain damage or permanent disability.
The health problems of the
nation's 38th president dampened
the mood at an otherwise jubilant
GOP celebration. Well wishes came
from President Clinton, Vice President Al Gore, former president
George Bush, and the presumptive Republican nominee, George
W. Bush.

Giuliani made the disclosure
Tuesday night while talking with
Brokaw in Philadelphia. It was the
first time the mayor has said what
kind of treatment he is undergoing since being diagnosed with
prostate cancer in May.
"It kind of slipped — probably because a lot of people at the
convention asked me what I was
doing," Giuliani said Wednesday.
"I told so many people, I thought
I might as well tell Tom Brokaw."
Last month, the Daily News cited

Steve Young, former quarterback for the San Francisco 49ers,
opened the session with a prayer
in which he sought "a time of
healing" for Ford and wife Betty,
who was at his bedside.
Ford was appointed vice president by Richard Nixon, and sworn
in as president in August 1974
after Nixon resigned in the midst
of the Watergate scandal.
HODGENVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ford later pardoned Nixon — A Larue County funeral director and
an act widely believed to have former county coroner has been
contributed to his loss to Jimmy jailed on charges he stole more
Carter in 1976.
than $200,000 dollars in prepaid
funeral policies by declaring people dead that were still alive and
well.
Bobby Brownfield, the director
of Brownfield Funeral Home in
Hodgenville and Dixon-Atwood &
unidentified sources saying Giu- Brownfield Funeral Home in Elizliani was receiving hormone ther- abethtown, went to district court
apy while trying to decide on a on Wednesday expecting to be
final treatment. The newspaper said arraigned on two charges of theft
the mayor was being treated with and forgery that were filed last
Lupron — a medication that blocks month in one case.
But County Attorney Danny
the production of testosterone.
While Lupron and other hormone Rock added an additional 50
blockers do not cure prostate can- charges and he said more could
cer, they can buy time for patients be filed. Brownfield is charged
who want to evaluate different with 24 counts of theft, 24 counts
of failure to place prepaid funds
therapies.
Lupron's most common side in trust funds, and one count of
effects are hot flashes and impo- second-degree forgery and one
tence. Injections of the drug, which count of possession of a forged
are administered monthly or quar- instrument from the initial case.
It all started when Edwin Lobb,
terly, can hold the cancer at bay
the son of 86-year-old Hodgenville
for years, doctors say.
Giuliani has repeatedly refused resident Pearl Lobb, called about
to answer most questions about his mother's prepaid funeral polihis health since dropping out of cy to see how much interest it
the U.S. Senate race against first had collected. But when he called
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton on the automated line for Forethought
Life Insurance Co. in Indiana, he
May 19.

Larue County funeral
director, coroner jailed

Don't Neglect Your Tires
This Summer - Arrive Safely!

summer

•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties
•Free Balancing With Tire Purchase

%olearanc.10
Shop early for best selection! All items while supplies last. No rainchecks.
No Payment Until January 2001!
Set ',torErs tor d eto I s.

ATTEND CONVENTION,, Members of Sandra Stone School
of Dance and Gymnastics recently attended a dance convention in Memphis, Tenn. Students attending were Nikki
Williams, teacher, Jenny Kats, Krystal Meness, Kailey Stone,
teacher, Janice Aquilera and Danyel Roberson.

Giuliani admits to
hormone treatments
NEW YORK (AP) - Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani was uncharacteristically open with Tom Brokaw
during an interview at the Republican National Convention, admitting to the NBC anchor he has
undergone hormone treatment for
prostate cancer.

• Satellite TV System — I receiver (3822/3922)
No equipment to buyI
• America's Top 100 CD — Our most
popular programming package
• Hassle-Free In-Horne Service Plan

011

deny that a stroke may be occurring," he said. "Frequently, they
are denying the symptoms. and
are waiting, hoping it will pass."
Dr. Wayne Satz, head of Hahnemann's emergency room, said
Ford had "absolutely a normal
neurologic exam" Tuesday and that
"all he sought at that time was
pain relief."
"He was treated appropriately
and discharged as per his wishes," Satz said.
Doctors also were asked if Ford's
health was endahgered because he
wasn't immediately treated with
an effective clot-busting drug. But
Dr. Carole Thomas, director of the
neurointensive care unit at Hahnemann, said that even if the stroke
had been diagnosed earlier, Ford's
symptoms were too mild to use
the drug.
Saver said the drug can cause
bleeding in the brain and is used
only in cases where the risk of a
severe stroke outweighs the danger.
Thomas said Ford's stroke, suffered in the back of his brain,
showed no bleeding.
"He should totally recover,"
Schwartzman said.
Doctors said they believed mild

ales

CgD Accepted

VISA

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

RANCH KING
165 HP 42"
Riding Mower
•Briggs & Stratton I/
•42' deck with antiscalp wheels
•6 speed transmission, fender shift
•No tool deck leveling •Step-thru frame

The Regular Price of
All Field Sprayers In Stock

High Speed
4-1/2"
Angle Grinder
• 10,000 RPM'4.5 amp motor
•Spindle lock 119-152-7 Reg 19.9

11"4-866-'

ARE YOU READY
TO QUIT PLAYING
WITH TOYS?

94

95

BG 55 *
•

New
Al

Slower features Quad Power"' engine and
round nozzle. Easily converts to vacuum

2

1-4t
'itow

4323>

Trimmer features Quad Power'm engine.
upright fuel tank, and a lightweight/balanced
design.

The Regular Price of Any
Riding Mower In Stock

The Regular Price of
HBO Grills In Stock

The Regular Price of Patio
Furniture, Tables, Benches,
Umbrellas In Stock

EVEN LOWER MARKDOWNS
ON DISCONTINUED MERCHANDISE!

$149"
4mo 44k

40%
Off

30%
Off

25%
Off

The Regular Price of

The Regular Price of

DISCONTINUED

DISCONTINUED

DISCONTINUED

Push Mowers

Riding Mowers

BIG Grills, Patio Furniture,
Tables, Benches,
& Umbrellas In Stock

Shedder vac features Quad Power'm
engine. and 2-year consumer
warranty. Easily converts to blower

410
' 1.111.11"

The Regular Price of

999"

,n(lucle fish

(ORSCHELIsi FARM&HOME
Answers Down Every Aisle'

New

MURRAY HOME II AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Hours: Mon -Sat. 8-7• Sun. 10-5

753-2571
Chestnut St.• Murray
fricours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY
759-6150
WI

OM

OM

MMMMM

S77HL

I

was told the policy was "invalid
or not active."
Edwin Lobb then spoke to an
insurance company representative,
who confirmed a claim on the
policy had been filed about two
years ago by Brownfield.
Brownfield filed a false claim
stating Pearl Lobb had died June
28, 1998, of natural causes and
that he had provided a funeral for
her. He collected $7,559.
Edwin Lobb, who also alleges
Brownfield forged his signature on
a form sent to the insurance company verifying his mother's death,
then filed complaints with the
Lame County Attorney's Office.
Brownfield, of Hodgenville, was
charged with theft by deception
and criminal possession of a forged
instrument, both felonies that carry
a penalty of one to five years in
prison in Lobb's case. Those were
the charges he was arraigned on
Wednesday.
But after hearing news reports
of the initial charges against Brownfield, others who had bought prepaid policies through Brownfield
starting checking on them.

Downey Jr.
released
from prison
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor
Robert Downey Jr. was released
from prison on $5,000 bail Wednesday after an appeals court ruled
he had served enough time to fulfill his three-year sentence on drug
charges.
A panel of the California Second District Court of Appeal said
Downey was entitled to receive
credit for time he served in drug
rehabilitation facilities.
"When those additional time
credits are added in, it is obvious
appellant has more than served his
sentence," the court's opinion said.
Bob Martinez, a spokesman for
the California Department of Corrections, said Downey was released
at midafternoon from a drug treatment facility at Corcoran.
Downey, 34, was jailed after
he admitted during a probation hearing that he was missing scheduled drug tests. Superior Court
Judge Lawrence Mira sentenced
him Aug. 5, 1999, to three years
in prison for violating his probation.
Downey's lawyers petitioned the
appeals court a year into Downey's
sentence, saying that Mira failed
to indicate whether the felony sentence would run concurrently or
consecutively with misdemeanor
counts that placed him in rehabilitation.
"He's served a year and he
should have been out in February," attorney Ross Nabatoff told
the court at a hearing last week.
"This is a sad tale."
Downey had already served 53
days in a drug rehab lockdown
center as part of a 15-month sentence for the misdemeanor convictions of driving under the influence, carrying an unloaded weapon
in his car and being under the
influence.
The son of film director Robert
Downey earned an Oscar nomination for his work in the title
role in "Chaplin," the 1992 screen
biography of the famed comedian. Other film credits include "Less
Than Zero," "Natural Born Killers,"
"One Night Stand," "Two Girls
and a Guy" and "U.S. Marshals."
The actor's legal troubles date
to June 1996 when he was stopped
for speeding on the Pacific Coast
Highway and authorities found
cocaine, heroin and a pistol in his
vehicle.
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For the best Sidewalk Sale
in Murray...

•4
.. WE'RE MOVING TO II •
• NEW LOCATION SUN!•
,
720 N. 12th St.

Cruise on by...
.41

-4441

JEWELRY

S1 O
f

: JCPenney Shopping Center
• . 44.N 11.ri-t.
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•-•
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305 South 12th St.• Murray •(270) 753-7441

•

7 Movies to

•
7 days
199C

movies only1

•
II • • o 0

• 0 •• 0

0

4%.

IDEWALK
August
4th, 5th
& 6th

ALE

UNIVERSITY PLA2

August
4th, 5th
& 6th

Storewide Savings Inside and Out!
Ab 411.
41111 41111b 411•0 44116 41111 411111 411116 411b 41111b 411111 41111i 41111b 41Ib
OD 40.
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Back-To-School

oil import'

SPECIALS

4

The
Biggest
Back to
School
Sale Ever!

All
Shoes & Apparel
Men's• Women's•Children's

OIFERIA/C

2040%di

SAVIA/OS OA/ WITS
4A/11 DECORATIVE

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Sun. 1-5 p.m.

4410ESSORIES FOR
VIP

ROOM IA/

1203 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY • 753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
• .,

r

,• •

J.

:00

What More Could You IIsit For In One locatiod!

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

OnChestnut Street
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Welcomes you
j
South 12th St.(Hwy.641 South • Murray)

_

13olt in for

Low Prices lind So Much More!

Big Bargains

Your

1111mo , ()

RAcKos,...roa...SCHOOL

Sidewalk
Fabric Frenzy

Sale

Headquarters!

Come
in and
sew up
super
deals
this
weekend!

An /
--- y Ar),?
c
c:,

ft

.

UPER DOLLARJESTORES

NN.N.•

928 S. 12th Street • Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.• Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 759-3530 • Pharmacy: 753-1272

urray
ewing
enter

‘.
M01111..
,

SAVINGS
on everything you
need to
look
beautiful
from
head
to
toe.

Need A Gift?
Our Custom Beauty Baskets
Will \ hike You Look Good!

MERLE noRmAn

:OSMETIC STUDIOS
SOUTH 12TH ST '• MURRAY, KY
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
753-6926

BEL-AIR

SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY • 753-5:123

SEARS
ZERO%

Summer Sidewalk
SAVINGS!

The sun doesn't
shine every day,
but WE DO!

financing until March 2001 on all
home appliances, audio and
video over $399 when you use
your Sears Card*

ALL Wallpaper
up to 7r/o Off

P\\

20% Off
Wooster Brushes

plus

106
/0 Off
ALL Paints
Check out our

Huge Savings on
Flooring Products

CRAFTSMAN

PAINT PLUS

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 759-4979

Owners — Paul Myhill & Sammy Tidwell

all home appliances, audio
and video on sale*

Take the
Kenmore
Challenge

Jackie Rogers

Free Delivery
with Mail-inRebate on all
Kenmore
Refrigerators

IMPORTANT CREDIT TERMS MONTHLY PAYMENTS: Sales tax and delivery and installation charges 0 any are not included in monthly
payments shown 0•4 FINANCING DETAILS (when offered): Available for qualified purchases when you use your Sears Card", Sears Premier Card",
SearsCharge PLUS". or Sears Home
Improvement Account" as advertised No finance charges no billing and no payments due during 0% penod Regular credit terms
apply after 0% penod

Owned & Operated by Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St. • Murray • Bel-Air Center
Store Hours: Sun. 12-5; Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone: 270-753-2310

IN,

Jwrn 61eai 6peciall
2 - 8 oz. Sirloins & 2 Buffets
t, I.
(kt'a
$1599

ZAP

kaub,":

444.
Nik lak lw •

Whit

ylt3

9
•

-wow
Hwy.641 South • Ilel-Air CeitreT• Murr1-7
-51=0440
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HOT VUMW1ER WILE
MOVIES, GAMES & DVD'S

04/*"

Buy

2 Movies Get I FREE

Children's • Disney • Wrestling • Scary • Action • Romance

Rent 4
New Releases
Keep 2 Days For

r-

Tanning

Video Gold
Tanning Lotions

One Month Unlimited

25% Off

$30

$9.95
10
1-1/

.Amt

1

With Package Purchase

c,

11E

•

120 .

,

EICIIINIVTOWN
SIDEWALK SALE
Cradle and All

4
.
tu

Consignment Boutique

SATURDAY MARKET

Children's, Women's
Apparel &
Home Accessories

It's Downtotvn Time!!!

Murray Court Square
Where You Will Find The
BOM/tV of the Comity

August 5, 2000 • 7:30 a.m. - Noon
1.
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Stop by and get your
Old Fashion Drink!

a nti nlorer

NOW OPEN
Come see our selection of
hand-made gift items
including picture frames,
handpainted furniture,
candles, pottery,
glass items,jewelry
& more.

Visit Us At Our...

NEW LOCATION
Select Group
0

0

Sidewalk Sale Dais
Thr,, Fri. & Sat.
0

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
759-0902
0
0 Downtown • Murray a

•Lemonade
.Orangeade
.Orange/Lime
*Orange/Lemon
•Zingers
*Lime/Pepsi
.Cherry/Peps
*Lemon/Lime

treetMURRAY

Ct)1,1)tn. ungs

VENDORS WELCOME — CALL TO RESERVE SPACE
759-9474 or 753-7222

Gallery or Fine Handcraft

..DG'OPO.0-0):G)06:egO

200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
759-0146

Plants

u.1.corkinv.,
Vcok

oegoo- a0Loo-o0

6

v rotilu.e

1/2
Price
Sidewalk Sole

EVERYTHING
MUST
GO!

Borders and Double Rolls
As Low As

*1- $2 - $3

Decorative Accessories ....Up To 50% Off

Wall aper
Ire

COURT SQUARE
MURRAY
(Formerly Holland
Drug Building)

Priced To Sell!
Clearing outfor New Christmas
Merchandise.

Shane Lee Outlet
(Formerly Bold Liquidators)
308 Main Street • Murray
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

410 Main St.

Carried Away With Our

AT SIMMER
EWALK SALE
savings 7110Iday
tO

U 10

Off

°WY!

FRAME VILLAGE
Itown Murray • 759-9853
„fleThlikracIN

eoohmanh
maw SAVINGS
OUTS/De
Bargains For The
Entire Family.
Start Your Christmas
Shopping Early!

/A/'/De

Beanies
Plush

Available
COURT SQUARE • 753-7222

INSIDE-OUTSIDE
SIDEWALK SALE
HOT - HOT SAVINGS
Outside Merchandise Drastically Reduced!
Inside Items With Green Labels
50% Off!

Wird. Raaphevisi
Downtown • Murray • 753-0859

"Corn-Austin's Sidewalk Sale"
Inooponmul CD 11%1 IMIEWSIlif P.
All litois $9.99 • Men's Racks $14.99 • Ladies Racks $9.99-$14.99

4/00116.

ME

MI II
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CILA.SSIFIKI) Al) HATES
I>
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Ad Deadlines

fAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)

7534916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $7 (J0 minimum 1st day 101 per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper 'Toes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2 50 extra for blind box ads

010

010
Legal Notice

010

Legal Notice

go

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

VISA

Fri. 11 a.m
Fri. 11 a.m
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

010
Legal Notice

Happy eirthday

Legal Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly Extraordinary Session
of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a Public hearing on August 10, 2000, in the
Council Chambers, City Hall Building, 207 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky to hear comments
from the public regarding proposed 2000 tax rates on real property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:

(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate and
Revenue Produced
(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue
(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue
(4) Revenue Expected from New
Property
(5) Revenue Expected from Personal
Property
(6) Tax Rate Proposed for CERS
Unfunded Liability

Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

Revenue
Expected

.3266

$1,379,237

.3260

$1,474,886

.3135

$1,418,333

.3260

$40,685

.3260

$351,680

.0212

$136,184

THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
Freed Curd
Mayor
060
Notts

NeipWsMed

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon! family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging.
800-634-5814.

ATLANTA Based Property
Management Company.
Looking for full time
Leasing
Consultant.
Please fax work history to:
Cammie 270-759-3005.
EOE.

ligthAeratotey
Sale

BIBLE
MESSAGE

AAA Mini
Storage

759-5177

on Diuguid Dr.
Sale is on
Aug. 5th
9 a.m.
for the following
storage units:
#5, 8,49 & 51.

MEDICARE
Nebulizer
Patient& Stop paying cash
for Albuterol, Atrovent, etc.
Medicare pays for them.
We bill Medicare and deliver to you. MED-A-SAVE
800-538-9849. ext. 19E.
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.) Pools,
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon.
com
ROMANTIC
CANDLELIGHT
WEDDINGSOrdained- licensed ministers, elegant decorated full
service chapel, spring special, secluded honeymoon
cabins. Sat three nights,
fourth free. Gatlinburg,
Tennessee 800-933-7464,
800-WED-RING.

Sale Ends Sat.
Court Square

County Line
Produce
Peaches-N-Cream
Corn
Yellow & White Corn
Hwy. 121 N.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Murray
1301 N. 12th St.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
489-2211

WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less. Special offer:
Ceremony, pictures, video,
flowers. $115. Give us a
call. 800-922-2052

WANT ADS
WORK

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9 p.m.
Lunch from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

llfl

'

Dine In or Take Out
Delft mus Pork Bar-B-Que, Ribs, Chicken,
Tenderloin & Custom Barbecuing

Crawford's Bar.11-Que
orth of Murray at Intersection
464 & 1824 •(270) 753-1934

PsycHic READINGS
ADVISES IN ALL
PRO8LEM5 OF LIFE

-•

TIRED OF
SEARCHING
FOR BUYERS?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Female
Black
LOST:
Persian with copper col&
15th
eyes
ored
Sycamore.
753-1651- Days
759-1894- Nights.
LOST. Black Female Persian with copper colored
eyes. 15th & Sycamore.
753-1651- Days
759-1894- Nights.
FOUND: Short Hair Male
dog. Reddish brown. Erwin
Rd. Corner of Erwin &
Cooper Rd. 753-7294
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

TELL5 PAST, "V
PRESENT AND FUTURE

A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508
• Pizza
• Catfish
• Bean roll
• Sat. Breakfast Buffet
We sell our Bar-B-Oue
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet $6.95 by the pound
• Sun. Lunch Buffet
Ask about
,
our specials.

Get your Bar-B-Que
here!

Located 8 miles
north of Murray, KY at
Dexter, KY.

Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm Closed
every Monday
Phone 437-4568

4

ATTENTION Drivers- No
experience
necessary!
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650. guaranteed
weekly. Potential to eam
$900. per week or more
and still get home week
ends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364.
AVON Products, Declare
your
independence!
Control your own income.
Set your own schedule. As
an Avon Representative
you call all the shots. Let's
talk. 888-942-4053.
DRIVER- Company dnvers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
Convenant
DRIVERTransport coast to coast
runs, teams start up to
.46c, $1000. Sign on
bonus for exp. Co. drivers
for experienced drivers
Owner
800-441-4394.
operators 877-848-6615.
Graduate students 800338-6428
DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC. Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months. Paid
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
$0.82/
mile (Loaded/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
www.epesretirement.
transport.com.
DUTCH Essenhaus
is now accepting application.Apply in person
1674 St. Rt. 121N

CDL Training. Now hiring
inexperienced drivers for
training and placement
with major trucking company. Classes start weekly.
Commonwealth
Truck
Drivers School. Call toll
free 877-970-4043.

060
Hein Wanted

DRIVERS
Experienced
drivers eam $40,000 & up
Guaranteed home time
CDL training & tuition reimbursement available for
inexperienced
drivers
0/0's welcome USA truck
800-237-4642

CDL-A Drivers, Lease DRIVERS Look! Drivers
Purchase. No down, No Needed! Get your CDL and
credit, $60K 1st year, great a great lob! Get paid while
company, home week- in school, no money out of
ends, medical available, your pocket Earn up to
paid base plates, permits, $800 or more, get week23+yrs, good work history ends off! 800-398-9908
& MVR. Call 800-828- DRIVERS, OTR- For main8338.
ly Midwest, southesast,
DISHWASHER & Pizza south. No New York City.
Day Buffet person from Home often, no unloading,
9am-3pm. Makers. Apply in paid weekly all miles, 2
person, pick up application years OTR with Hazmat.
anytime.
Pagliai's
in Call
800-896-8118,
Murray.
Omaga. NE.
DRIVER TRAINEES
DRIVERS, over the road,
NEEDED NOW!
35 states. Flat with sides,
Werner needs entry level late model conventionals. 3
truck drivers. No experi- years experience. Start
ence necessary. Earn .34c-.38c a miles+ bene$600.-$800. per week plus fits. Call 800-444-6648.
benefits and get home
DRIVERS- .35c per mileweekly and during the
All miles. What! No Carrier
week in many areas. No
pays more! No gimmicks,
COL? 15 day CDL training
no deals, no bull! 6 months
program available. Call
OTR, Class A- CDL with
today 1-800-242-7364.
HazMat, home weekly,
DRIVEROwner/ great benefit package. Call
Operators. Maximize your Marty at 800-893-6791 or
profits at ROEHL! Great John at 800-789-7959 at
miles, great programs. Pull National Freight, Inc.
our van or F/B, pull your DRIVERSGuaranteed
FtEl, 85c to 96c mi.
Home Every Weekend,
$$S800-393-8481$$$.
Starting pay to 34 cents
www.roehl.net
per mile! Tarping pay,
DRIVERS Amazing! Be
your own boss! Only
$1,000 down- $185/ week/
24 months. Solo/ Teams! 1
yr. OTR Experience. EOE.
Call Bob Meyer 800-5532778x 2839.

direct deposit, excellent
benefits.
Assigned
Conventional you drive
home, Satellite dispatched.
Hornady 800-441-4271
Ext. ET-135.

West Kentucky
Technical
College
Tractor/
Trailer Driver
Training
888-722-1919

Let us put you on
the road to a

Tuton Reimbursement Available .
Train in Mayfield KY

Equal Education and Employment
OnPoduntes • NU 'ID

NEW
CAREER
•4 Week Program
•Day or Evening
Classes
...lob Placement
Assistance

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, car hops
and counter help for all shifts.
Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses
A $35,000 Per year
Career! C.R. England
needs driver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included! No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556
ALL Professional Drivers
Money! You want it we pay
it! 1 year exp. pays .35¢
per mile! More exp pays
more! Plus top miles! Plus
benefits! Plus assigned
equipment! HEARTLAND
Express 800-441-4953
www heartlandexEOE
press.com
ARE You connected?
Internet users wanted!
$3501850(week
www getwealthy net

Help Wanted

Kelp Wanted
DRIVERS: North Amencan MMEDIATE openings a
Van Lines has tractor trailer Mattel. Contact Excel office
48 state hauling opportuni- at 759-8383 for more inforty for owner operators mation.
Minimum of 3 months NEEDED Someone to
experience required. Call pass flyers for local busi800-348-2147, Dept. KYS. ness. 767-0508.

$5000

Nurses Aide
Full Time
10 p.m.-6 a.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
)E

SIGNING BONUS
FREE
COLLEGE TUITION
1-800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL
GUARD

Willis
Kentucky's Premier Employee Benefits
Agency is expanding. We will be interviewing
qualified candidates for the following service/support position:
Account Service Manager
Service existing clients and enroll a variety of
employee benefits. Must be detail oriented and
able to work independently with little supervision. Excellent communication skills. Health
& Life license, knowledge of employee benefits. Position will be based in Paducah, KY.
Respond to:
Willis
2303 Greene Way, Suite 100
Louisville, KY 40220

WestView
NURSING

HOME

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Full time 3-11 shift. Competitive
salary with shift differential.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591 or pick up application. EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY- KENTUCKY 42071

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
Advertising Sales

Be Your Own Boss!

Wried Aut

The Shed
Café

060

060
Help Wanted

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying the tax rate of$.3260
which will be spent in the public safety departments of City government. The $.0212 special tax
levy is authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C and will be used to underwrite the unfunded liability of
transferring police and fire personnel to CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement.

New Life
Bookstore

Your Family &
Friends All Love You!

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual tofill an advertising representative full-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with established local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.
Interested individuals should send resume to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employment Employer

'

DRIVERS- When it comes
to benefits, we've got all
he Bells and Whistles.
Paid weekly, great pay,
$1,000 sign on bonus, students welcome. SRT- Call
toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
877-244-7293.
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc. has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-54860821 888-877-9348.
Owner
DRIVERS/
Operators needed with
flatbed experience to run
the Southeast. Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefits package.
Recruiting bonus! Welborn
Transport. 800-828-6452,
ext. SCO2.
DRIVERS: Allied Van Lines
needs owner operators for
their Special Products
fleet. 2 years over the road
experience
required.
Average $1.25 per mile.
800-634-2200.
Dept.
AKYS.
EXPERIENCED General
assignment
reporter.
Quark and Internet experience helpful. Resumes and
clips only to Editor, The
Winchester Sun, P.O. Box
4300, Winchester, KY
40392-4300.
FOUR Rivers Behavioral
Health has positions available in the substance
abuse program for parttime staff at the Fuller
Center in Mayfield. These
positions will work a varied
schedule. Positions provide services to residents,
assist in maintenance of
center, transport residents,
provide telephone crisis
and information services,
and perform other duties
as
assigned.
Qualifications: Must be HS
graduate or equivalent, KY
Drivers license and safe
record. Training and/or
experience in related field
desirable. Salary: $6.51
per hour. Send resume to:
Terry Hudspeth, Associate
Director,
Four
Rivers
Behavioral Health, P.O.
Box 7287, Paducah, Ky
42002-7287. Open until
filled. EOE.
FRANKLIN College. 14
day CDL-A training program, no experience necessary, must be 21, 38K
1st year, full benefits, full
tuition assistance. Lifetime
job placement. Call 888645-8505.
Experienced
drivers call 800-958-2353.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for
party demonstrators &
managers! Home decor,
gifts, toys, Christmas. Eam
cash, trips, recognition.
Free catalog information
800-488-4876.
FULL and temporary office
position openings. Skills
required include data entry,
records management, and
ability to work in a team
environment. Rate based
in experience. Automotive
experiences
a
plus.
Benefits include training,
holiday & vacation pay,
medical and dental insurance. and 401K programs
offered Please fax your
resume to Paula
901-642-1990.
HELP Wanted
Kitchen and waitresses for
Cypress Springs Resort
call for appt. 436-5496.
WORK From Home
$672- $4,947.! mo. PT/ FT
1-1388-360-9148 or
www cash-street corn

060

JERRY'S Custom
Cabinets
Now taking applications for
full time employment
Please apply in person
409 Sunbury Circle
Monday-Thursday
8AM-5PM
Friday 8AM-2PM

Compiews

Articles
For %is

NURSERY
Attendant
needed for local church.
Sunday from 8.30am1200pm. Rate $6.00/hr
References required. Must
have own transportation_
Send letters of interest to
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071
PAINTER
Helper with
transportation and phone
489-2512

COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out just
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc! Hard drives,
Internet
connections,
modems,
software
upgrades, printing problems, whatever I can help!
753-5778
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWest
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard

DELL Computers Built to
Order Pentium III available Resolved credit problems OK! $0 down, low
monthly payment- 0 A C
Open 7 days Limited time
free interent access- most
800-477-9016
areas
Code MA24 www omcsolutions corn

Immediate openings fax
resume to APPS 502-3391383

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

NATURE'S Bounty is now
accepting applications for
part time prep cook &
sandwich maker. Part time
waitress, days. Apply in
person from 2-4p m.

FEMALE
Housekeeper/
cook. Prefer non-smoker,
no alcohol. References,
background check. Safe
driver, large home near
park. Live in available.
615-748-3608.

NOW Hiring for lunch shift.
11-2, starts $6/hr. Plus tips.
person
at
Apply
in
Breaktime Billiards on 94E.

GRANDMA'S Full house
Has openings for all ages
759-0757.
WILL Clean houses and
offices 489-2544 after
5pm or please leave a
message

140
Want to Buy
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Apartments,
HOMES,
Commercial, Farms. Quick
Baker/
Closings.
Investments. 1-800-5312246.

DELTA 16" variable speed
scroll saw Newly, hardly
used Call Tern 270-3822164
equipment.
EXERCISE
stair stepper, weight station, treadmill, cardioglide,
rower Call Tern 270-3822164
GAS Log fireplace $900. 2
years old, excellent condition. 5x4x2tt. 18,000 btu
a/c window unit. $500. Call
759-9402 after 4:30p.m.
MATTRESS
&
Box
Springs. Queen & twin
size. $30/ set_ 753-5697.
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price. Call
437-4877 for details.
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
I OUCH screen cash regis
ter terminals w/ printer.
Sharp model #3300 full
programmable, 3 terminals, 1 cash draw. 3 printers used 1 112 yrs.
Datasym model 2020 cash
register w/ drawer, used 1
yr. 270-753-2334 ask for
Calvin.

Musical

100
SuSkISSII

Opportunity
BEAUTY And Tanning
Salon well established. 3
station, 1 tanning bed, all
supplies and furnishings
included. $7500. 753-1682
or 435-4667.

HEAD SWIM COACH
Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

II
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings.

ULTRASONOGRAPHER:
Pan time position. Graduate of an approved
school of Radiologic Technology with 2
years experience. Applicant should be
Registered with the American Registry of
Radiographic Technologists and Diagnostic
Medical Sonographers.
For details contact:
Human Resources
(270) 762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
OW/NAY
COUNTY
HOSIATAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

WestView
S.NO

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified hut will train.
Full or Part-time.(7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts).
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan, Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement. Competitive salary
with 2% increase after successful
completion of 90 days.
Contact Cathleen Haley. RN.
@762-1591, EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET• MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

For Rent

ELECTRIC Guitar for sale 1BR apt available, all appliFender Squire Telecaster ances furnished Mur-Cal
in excellent condition
Realty 753-4444
Excellent sound quality, 1BR Furnished cozy apt
new strings Asking $300. Near hospital
W/D, sepaobo This is the guitar rate
utilities, credit for
Metallica uses Call 759- cleaning 1 year
lease,
9215
12th month free Call
435-4272
Home Lots For Ws
1BR Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr Also 1
LOTS for sale Starting at br studios near
campus.
$5,000 759-0757
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
1BR Apt Clean and nice
with appl including W/D
No pets!
1974 3br Trailer, must be
Call 270-753-9841 or
moved Asking $1,500
436-5496
Call
in
Frankfort
Located
1BR ,
all
appliances.
after 5p.m.502-226-4969
University $325/mo. 1yr
1985 14x70 Fleetwood lease+ deposit, no pets.
2br, 1 bath 2 porches all 1br., furnished downtown
appliances, outbuilding (upstairs) $255/mo 1yr
Call 759-5911, leave mes- lease+ deposit, no pets.
sage
2br., furnished downtown.
1992 FLEETWOOD. 3br, 2 (upstairs) $285/mo 1yr
bath. All appliances, C/H/A. lease+ deposit, no pets.
Underpinning. Excellent 2br., stove, refngerator, w/d
condition. $15,500. 753- hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
north of town $285/mo 1yr.
1682 or 435-4667.
1993 Atlantic home 14x52. lease+ deposit, no pets
Partial furnished. Comes 753-4937 8-5 M-F_
furnished
apt.
with air conditioner, tires, 1BR.,
and axles. Vinyl skirting. $225/mo. No pets. Next to
Phone 901-247-3075. No 121 fairgrounds
753-3139.
answer, leave message.
1994 Fleetwood 16x80 2BR Duplex $375/ mo
759-4406
with landscaped acre lot.
$38,000. 753-0902 please 2BR Near MSU $325,
leave message.
water furnished Coleman
FLEETWOOD. RE 759-4118
1997

16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building. Set
Articles
up in Fox Meadows.
For Sale
$17,500. Call 759-1629
10 double hung windows UNDELIVERED Buildings! after 5p.m. If no answer,
ax4'w/white vinyl outside Must go immediately! leave message.
/inside can be painted or Factory direct! Save thoustained to match panel. sands. 25x32, 30x44,
These are flip out kind for 40x50, 50x110. Financing
easy cleaning. Reasonably available. Ideal shops, 1981 Gilbrator
14x70
garages, storage. Call 800- 3Br , 2 bath, refrigerator,
priced. 527-2532.
gas stove, dishwasher,
14' Coleman Canoe. $225. 341-7007.
8- Sq. White D/L. Vinyl WANT A Computer? But no C/H/A $8,000 OBO Call
Siding. $250. 4- 24"x60" cash? MMX Technology 489-2641
Window units. $100. All. will finance with "0" down 3BR., 2 bath mobile home
Small Wood stove. $25. Past credit problems, no w/ extra mobile home
problem Call toll free 888- hook-up on approximately
Small refrigerator. $60.
718-4760
759-1799.
4 acres of land 753-5086
1994 PONTIAC Grand Prix WINDOW & Siding Sale Wilson Real Estate
White, 4 door, $69. per month. All credit MOBILE Home Loans.
SE116,000, loaded, mainte- accepted_ No money down! Home only refinance/ purnance records, new tires. Lifetime warranty! Call toll chase loans. Free sellers
Runs excellent. Asking free today for free esti- kit/ land/ home loans.
Phone mates!
888-670-3035. Repos available at great
obo.
$5,150.
Weatherseal U.S.A.
Frankfort 502-227-2760.
prices. Conseco Finance,
Equal
1997, 98, 99 Retired TY WOLFF TANNING BEDS- 800-895-1900.
Beanie Babies. Call 753- Tan at home. Buy direct Housing Lender.
and save! Commercial/
5318.
VERY Nice 1997
Fleetwood 3br, 2 bath.
2 16' Tandem Axle Utility home units from $199. Low
Utility room, 10x12
Trailers w/electric brakes & monthly payments. Free
front deck, 12x16 back
new oak floor. $500. $ color catalog. Call today
deck 270-527-5282 or
$650. Also cotton trailer 800-842-1310.
270-527-9587
and Lincoln Town Car WORD processor 6 yrs old
WI owner manual. $200.
loaded. $800. obo.
247-3221, Days.
Diaper Genie never been
Mobile Homes For Rent
25 Inch Color Console TV. used. $10. 270-365-1352.,
Medium Oak cabinet $25
2BR, 2 bath. New carport,
Call 527-1511
reshly painted. 3 miles
Appliances
150

CANCELLED

S./V..11 SUS

PART-TIME resort housekeeping aide. Saturday
C
hours
mandatory.
Additional weekly hours DELL 320SLi Laptop comavailable. Call Susan 436- puter w/ external floppy
2345.
drive. $500. Dell 333/s/L
ROUTE DRIVER
Computer w/monitor and
Minimum
qualifications: dot matrix printer. $300.
Fax210
fax
stable work history, Class Canon
B, COL, clear MVR. machine. $100. Motorola
Benefits include: medical, Bag phone. $40. HP 600C
printer
(needs
dental, vision, competitive Inkjet
pay, vacation, 401K, stock repair). $25. 2-LXI VCR's
plan. (need repair) $20. Compaq
purchase
13" monitor. $25. Labtec
Applications accepted at:
LCS 1016 stereo computer
Waste Management,
speakers. $25. Compaq
3426 St. Rt. 45 South,
stereo computer speakers.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
$10. Call 270-436-2385.

JR

400

150

Help Wanted

LABORER Wanted:
For granite, tile work
Some heavy lifting Must PART Time Housekeeping
have own transportation Weekends
Part time
Steady work Pay raise as housekeeping, weekdays
you learn Start $7/hr Pick Apply in person Days Inn,
up application at Tile Mart mornings only 641S.
On 121 North or call 753WAITRESS Wanted
8087 between Sam- 3pm
Shed Cafe
Secretary
LEGAL
Apply in person
Proficient
in
Dexter, KY.
Word
Processing Transcription WAREHOUSE
Delivery
& should possess good help Part time- full time.
communication skills. Send Evenings & weekends
resume to. P.O.Box 1023 Heavy lifting. Thurman
Murray, KY 42071.
Furniture. 753-4834_
LOOKING For Quality professionals with strong phlebotomy skills to perform
mobile medical exams for
insurance companies Part BABYSITTER Wanted in
time 1st and 2nd shifts all our home. Non smoker. Mareas of KY and Southern Th. 7:30-3:00. 753-4591
Indiana
16/hr
avg. References required.

NEED extra money for
Christmas? Apply in person @ Shane Lee 308
Main St No phone calls
please
NEWSPAPER Experience,
do you have newspaper
experience-- News, advertising, circulation sales,
photography? Jobs are
available with Kentucky
newspapers. Post your
on-lineresume
www.kypress.com/resume.
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3BR. mobile home. Full
basement, garage on 1 1/2
acre lot. 167 Wilkins Dr.
436-5570 Les Johnston.
A/C window unit, C/H/A
unit. Dishwasher, old walnut mantel. Ken Holland
prints. Call 753-8989.
CAMELBACK Love seat.
Very nice, beige/ blue.
$200. firm. 759-1217.
COMPLETE Bedroom set
with mattress. 18,000 btu
air conditioner, more misc.
All like new. 767-0508.
DARKROOM equipment.
$400. Everything you need
to develop pictures. Call
Tern. 270-382-2164.
MOTORIZED Lane Action
Recliner. 753-5415.
NEED 3 PHASE POWER?
Phase convertors runs all
type of 3 phase equipment.
New and refurbished.
100% guaranteed. For free
Tri
Phase
brochure:
Industries, 800-603-7636.
SALT- Treated Swing set
with fort & slide. 25 year
warranty. $100. 435-4667
or 753-1682.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
50x75x14,
$9,094;
50x100x16,
$12,275;
60x100x16,
$16,879;
$18,261.
Mini-storve
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79

ALMOND Electric stove
Black front, self cleaning
oven $100 492-8808
GE Washer & Dryer.
Natural gas, can be
changed to other gas with
kit. $200. for pair. Call 7537241.
160
Home Furnishings
DREXEL Bedroom furni
ture. King hdbrd. Triple
dresser with mirror, 2 nite
stands. Top quality, excel
lent condition. 759-9874.

NEW Shipment!
All sofas, loveseats, recliners, bedding, and all
instock merchandise on
sale! We will save you
money!
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd
753-1502

I IL.-

v

East of Murray. $260
month plus deposit No
pets. Yard work included.
Call 270-623-6314.
$275/

3BR, 11/2 bath
month 753-6012

MOBILE Homes For rent
Quiet country setting Call
474-8027
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

112 acre $100/To
6012

753

LOT For Rent 753-9866
TRAILER Pad for rent in
Country. Hwy 280. 1/2
miles off 121S. Fenced 3
sides circle drive. Water,
electric, sewer ready.
Septic ready. $125/ month.
Call 436-2388.

RANDY THORNTON
HEAT 8( AIR

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-9621

Want To Rent
3 or More bedroom, prefe
county 1 adult, 1 child, ref
erences 270-354-9280

has openings in the following
positions:

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
APPRENTICE INSTALLERS
•• AVAILABLE BENEFITS ••
Retirement Plan
Medical Insurance
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109

2BR., garbage, water
Deposit & lease required
$275/mo 753-8355
4BR,2 bath. Available now,
Diuguid Drive. Also 4br
townhouse Coleman RE.
759-4118.
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX. 2Br. 1909-B
Westwood Dr Lease_ No
pets. $360 plus deposit.
753-8002.
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
house. W/D, furnished,
near
MSU. 753-1252
before 5pm, 753-0606 after
5pm.
NOW available- 1br apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required Near downtown
No pets 436-2755
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts.
182 br. apts.
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

2BR , 1 bath, utility, large
detached garage, spacious
miles out
landscaped lot
on Hwy 121 S $435/ mo
753-8251
near
House
3BR
University. Stove, refngerator, C/H/A, w/d hook up.
1yr
lease,
$535/mo
deposit. No pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5.
3BR. 1 5 bath. C/H/A, Low
utility bills. 1/4 mile from
KY Lake. 15 minutes to
Murray. $475+ deposit_ 2
references: 606-441-9971
after 5p.m.
3BR, 2 bath brick house.
C/H/A, fenced backyard,
convenient location in
town. $550/ month. Would
also sell if interested
(Available September 1st)
759-9246.
3BR, C/H/A 1yr lease
$475/ month 753-9636

FORREST V I ENV

APA RTM EN TS
1213 N. 16Ih St.
Now accepting applications for 2 Br.
to1 nhouses. basic rent $305/month.

Please apply in person, pick up
application at
Street, Murray, KY.
Chestnut
802
753-8181

2BR. duplex. Stove &
refrigerator 5 minutes N. of
$250/deposit
Murray
$275/rent. 489-2918.
2BR , 1 112 bath duplex.
755 *swell Rd. 753-5344
or 559-9970

Yard Sales

4BR. 1 bath 2 miles from AKC Shih-Tzu Males &
MSU Compact but CUTE females, all colors, shots &
901-352-0037
house With Central gas wormed
H/A. washer, dryer, dish- 901-642-5151
washer, appliances $575/ BIRD Fair & Supply Sale!
month Lease/ deposit No
August 5th & 6th
pets 753-8734 or cell
Executive Inn. Paducah
559-2842
Great Deals On Birds,
Toys & Cages
4BR, 2 bath C/H/A, 1
901-878-1307
1yr
block from MSU
lease $600/ mo 753-9636
DOG Obedience
9TH St
Master Trainer.
3br, 2 bath $495/mo
436-2858
+ security No dogs
PEG'S Dog Grooming
270-474-2520
753-2915
COTTAGE In the country PEKINGESE
Puppies
Between Benton & Murray Solid white and Brown &
2br, huge family room & white AKC Registered
porch Large trees & lot of $200 436-5995
shade AC & appliances
POMERANIAN For stud
included $300/ month
AKC
Tea Cup, good
270-437-4326
Pedigree 436-2334
EXECUTIVE Home at
UKC Rat Terrier 4 1/2 mo
2210 Gatesborough 3br, 2
old. Almost completely
bath. LR, FR with fireplace.
housebroken
To good
Sun
room,
garage,
home only. Call 759-9215,
extremely nice. No pets.
ask for Ellen or leave mes1yr lease, references,
sage.
deposit. 753-8220, 615748-3608.
for
rent_
HOUSE
&OW
Panarama Shores. 3br,. 1
bath C/H/A $395/mo. 759- MINIATURE horses for
sale 270-376-5534
5073
ON Kentucky Lake.
2br home, fully furnished.
$350/mo + deposit & utilities. Call 436-5459 after
5PM.

YARD SALE
1609 Parklane Dr.
Fri., Aug. 4
7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 5
7 a.m. to?
Nice sofa, computer
desk, curtains, bedding
books, toys, girl's
clothes - size 7-10,
Misses clothes sizes
1-3 Many household
items

YARD SALE
(5 Party)
8 miles North of
Murray, turn left at
T.P.D. Trailer Sales

on Charley Miller
Rd. 1.5 miles.
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m.
Couch, recliner, end
tables, lamps,
women's clothes all sizes & shoes

YARD SALE
(3 Party)
94W - 4-1/2 miles,

Lynwood Hts.
Subd., West Grove
Dr., turn left, first
house on right.
Sat. 7:30 - ?

400
Yard Sales

YARD SALE
Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.

(3 Party)
306 Oakcrest
Drive
East Y Subd.
Fri., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-10 a.m.
Misc items, XL
Glider exerciser,
little boy's
mountain bike.

Clothes, ceiling tans,
tow bar, baby clothes,
furniture, yarn, quilting
frames, old freezer,
microwave, toys, fishing
lures.
-

Cer
,
YOUR
SPACE
ME
LOOKING FOR!

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTS1DE

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

MOVING SALE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Pets& Supplies
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies. Shots & wormed
Ready to go last of July
$350. Call 901-352-2144

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
7 a.. - 4 p.m.
175 West Dr.
94E - Behind East Y Grocery
Refrigerator, dinette, bedroom suite,
sports cards, clothes, ladders, metal
tables, plants, t.v. stand, weight bench
with weights, mirrors, wheelbarrow and
lots of misc.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

A

Thursday, August 3•6 p.m.
Murray Store and Lock
US Highway 641 N., Murray. Just north of Shoney's Inn
Every item vval be auctioned: Antiques and personal property
A few of the items include: Dunham and son I 800's square grand piano
• anniversary editions of Variety magazine • old books • some high school
and college text (performing arts) • lots of high school and university
annuals • old oil lamps • school desk • bedroom furniture • wooden book
shelves • theater manuscripts • wooden card table • wooden stool • two
metal file cabinets • metal shelves. All this and much more.
Terms and Conditions: Payment In full day of am non

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

0

W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd- Broker
The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY • 12701 492-8796
Not responsible tor accnknis
Announcement,
. day t,t- sale take precedence over all prmtedsruatenal

A

REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, August 19, 2000•10 a.m.
312 North 8th St., Murray, KY
(Corner of 8th St. and Payne St. across from City Park)

Office Space

TRUMPET $150
767-0850

2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$275. Coleman RE.
759-4118.

Houses For Rent

ROUND Dining Table with
BUILDING For Lease. 519
leaf & 6 chairs. $100.
S. 12th St (Hwy 641S.
489-2475.
Call 753-1342 for info

JOHN Deere 320, 148
hours $5200 435-4290
220

2BR, 1st floor apt Dining
room, sunroom, w/d, near
hospital Separate utilities,
credit for cleaning. 1 year
lease, last month free.
$550. furnished $500.
unfurnished
Call 4354272.

Houses For Rent

CI

See Thursday Ledger & Timesfor more details or see ourflyer on our
website at wwwfarrisauction.com

Open House: Sun., Aug. 13th, 2-4 p.m.
If you appreciate quality and lots of it, you won't want to miss this auction.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker.,
"The Sound of Selling"

P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY •(270) 492-8796

AUCTION SALE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 2000•10:00 A.M.
Location: 64I & Hardin - Wadesboro Road, Hardin, KY. Going South
from Hwy. 80 and 641 turn right on Hardin - Wadestwo Road, first
house on right.
Property of Ms. Daisy Williams
Furniture & Personal Property
ANTIQUES: Antique dresser and wardrobe, chairs, shells, rocker. wood ironing
board, Rayo lamp. kerosene lamps. sewing machine. washboards. antique dishes, owl cookie jar, I set white and gold rimmed china - milk glass, depression
glass - Cherry - Blossom and Cabbage Rose. I set pitcher/5 glasses yellow
depression glass, Hull. McCoy patterns. I set silverware - wood case, pie safe.
FURNITURE: Sofa and chair, chrome table and 6 chairs, refrigerator, stove.
washer. dryer, recliner, microwave, assortment small appliances, assortment
dishes, freezer, old quilts, bedding.
TOOLS: Wheelbarrow, hand tools, chicken feeders and watering troughs. tiller.
oilcans and various odds and ends.

SALE CONDUCTED BY:

Office !lours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

HATCHETT AUCTION

Call 753-1970

520 Wilkins Road • Renton, Kentucky 42025 • 527-2044
C.K. Hatchett. Auctioneer

I 11 11.111

ihollsitir. I lipm Iiiiltl‘

•
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400

400

400

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
94W to
Lynn Grove,
corner of
94 & 893
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.

1215 Peggy Ann
Drive
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 4th & 5th
7 a.m. til 3 p.m.

Numerous items

MOVING SALE

L

400

Yard Sales

Yard Wm

508 N. 7th St.
Thurs. 3rd, Fri.
4th & Sat. 5th &
Sun. 6th
8 a.m.-?

2786 Kirksey Rd.
2.2 1/10 mile on
299 on the right.

310 Dunbar Rd. 1st house on left
on 444.
Fri. & Sat.

Lots of clothes, girls
sz. 10/12, womens Si
12 to 2X, computer &
desk. Something for
everyone.

Fri.
6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Washer, dryer, collectables, some antiques,
toys, large women's
clothes, children's
clothes 6x to 14

Lots of new items,
some antiques,
southwestern living
room set.

•

For Seie
LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & dnveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

•

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE
121 N. turn on
Graham Rd., last
house on right,
corner of Poor
Farm & Graham.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
Baby items, girls 012 months, clothes,
car stereo equipment
& furniture.

3 miles 121 South
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.
Couch, recliner
queen waterbed,
microwave cart, picture frames, baker's
rack, sheet sets,
blankets, NC, gas
log fireplace and
morell

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

1106 S. 16th St.
Fri., Aug. 4
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
No Early Sales
or Previews!
Toys, books,
household, baby youth - adult
clothing,
collectibles and
more.

19th & College
Farm Road
. Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Children, women
clothes, shoes,
purses, curtains,
sheets, crochet
pieces, jewelry &
knick knacks.

207 Fleetwood
Circle
Riviera Courts
Friday
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Baby girls
clothes 0-2.

YARD SALE
(3 Family)
Fri., Aug. 4, 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 5, 7 a.. - 3 p.m.
121 S., to Cherry Corner Rd., left on
Scott Fitts, 4th house on left.
New clothes for adults, children & baby great for school. Dolls, craft supplies &
more. New things added Saturday.
Rain or Shine!

GARAGE SALE

Public Auction

(3 Family)
1612 Sunset Dr.
1 block N. of Sycamore
off 16th St.
Saturday 7 a.m. -?

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Furniture, clothes, odds & ends.

812 Whitnell

100 ACRES Near Irvin
Cobb Resort. Has 4500sq.
ft. brick home. 4 years old.
CRP, lots of wildlife. Call
toll free 877-527-8240, Ext.
233. Leave message.

Thurs., Aug. 3
6 p.m.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

In The Classifieds

AFFORDABLE 3br, 2 bath 3br, 2 bath in city. Owner
house at 1804 Greenbriar. relocating 753-4549
Nice lot with trees & fenced
PRICE REDUCED!
backyard Call
Immediate Possession.
753-3903 after 4p.m. to Outstanding 2 story home
see anytime Possession
4br, 21/2 bath. 1520
with deed
Canterbury. 436-5922.

CL_ASS/F7EL7

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
270-441-2253.
12 acres for sale in
Kirksey. 759-0289
after 600 pm

B90, C25, C35

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

2BR, 1 bath, Bncic 2 car
garage Deck, pool, 2 outbuildings
1
acre
Coldwater area $62,000
489-,6182
LAKE View Home with
3BR, 1 bath Brick house boat slip Lovely neighborw/hard wood floor. C/H/A, hood enjoys own manna
recently
remodeled. clubhouse & park Expertly
l500sq ft. 1302 Peggy maintained & decorated.
Ann Dr. 759-4166.
All appliance, carpet,
3BR, 2 bath Brick. Located C/H/A less than 2 years
next to Murray High old Priced in low $80's.
School Fenced yard, 11/2 Call Kopperud Realty 753car garage. $125,000. 1222. MLS* 3001952.
Financing available. Call OPEN
7:00amDaily
759-1693.
2:00pm New 3br, 21/2 bath
3BR, 2 Bath. C/H/A, home at 1306 Fleetwood
has Dr. in Campbell Est.
Master
bath,
Whirlpool. Sun room, 32ft 2300sq ft. plus an addifront porch, patio. privacy tional 1000sq ft. walk out
fenced perennial garden basement that can be finwith water pond. 2 car ished out for extended
garage, 7 miles North of family or teenagers Call
Murray.
753-3903 after 4p.m
753-1967.

Pc'Acr• ge

Bidgs. #833, B69,

Say

2BR
1 bath, carport
detached garage 2 acre
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on 121S Possible owner
financing $49,900 7538251

PRICE Reduced!

For Sok

410

& C49

For Sale

Homes For Sale

TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
wooded,
spectacular
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course' Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low, low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041

YARD SALE

YARD-CARPORTGARAGE SALE

460

460

14211ake Forepart/

Yard Sales

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)

•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Wells Painting Co.

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

906 Cherry Corner Rd • Murray, KY 42071

15 Years Experience
Interior • Exterior
Commercial • Residential
Pressure Washing
Nick Wells, Owner
Dave Warsow, Owner

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& LNSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING

*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS

753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Need Furniture? Bedding?

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Seruice

1-800-909-9064

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.
•Cement Boards
•Grouts•Mortars

Pius...aII other home improvements.

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

SERV-ICES

Wiggins Furniture

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

4 .6

=Moving=

1
•

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including

(Yolk ASPHALT NEEDS HELM)
Protect your asphalt from psi. oil.
sun, oxidation. water penetration.
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself!

ASPHALT
11
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
e
1074,■■•mumir ..orr

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Shopper for only $205.

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Call 753-1 916 For Details

WE DOT Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
Ab

Tom MlOnlY
Taylor
Rd
•
Welt 141-1111 mite south of
Kraq•ir•
"
753-7728 "
Hazel KY
Rai Ism rm
3dkd D • WO/V.08'M • -IAN • 3 ill (MOD • 3111 DIV.V6133
CAR

& FL61". CONIE

Fabrication
Shop Repairs

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

71kifIe441
BUILT TO A HIGHER

• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

e
STANDARD

Call Us

Arshithalt Doctor

We Service AllBrands
Loe0,,SP

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

le MO2 fl;

270-759-2288

270-7594953

With 21 Years Experience In
The Asphalt Industry

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

1997 Ford Explorer XLT
4x4, 4dr., A/C, PS, PL, PW,
V-6, auto. Running boards,
pnvacy glass. Am/Fm cassette CD. 26.xxx miles.
Bumper to bumper warranty available to 2003 and/ or
100,xxx miles. $16,000.
Call 759-9923 days 7599630.
93 Jeep Wrangler. Nice.
753-3042, leave message.

1990 CADILLAC DeVille.
High miles, but looks &
runs great. 382-3925.
1990 GRAY Toyota Celica
ST. 97,500 miles. $2900.
759-0345.
1991 PLYMOUTH Acclaim.
4dr, auto, air, excellent
condition. $1750.
759-9568
1993 Cadillac
Sedan
Deville. Mint condition.
Gray with burgundy leather
interior. Loaded. 753-0114.

1995 GRAND PRIX SE
3100, V-6. Loaded, clean,
109,xxx miles. $5800. Call
759-9667.
1996 Honda Accord LX.
759-3568
1996 PONTIAC Grand AM.
White, power options,
excellent condition. 55K
miles. $7200. 753-7366.

2000 FORD Taurus SE.
New body style Loaded,
V-6, 27,xxx miles. Hunter
Green $14,900.
270-247-5265
94 Maxima, Pearl Beige,
118,000. Still nice car.
$5400.00 753-4437.
96 Lincoln Town Car. Like
new. $14,900.
270-924-9769.

97 silver Taurus. Excellent
'condition. All power, keyless door entry. $6350.
436-2682 anytime.

1993 ASTRO Ext. Touring
pkg. 135,xxx miles. Good
condition. $5800. obo. Call
492-8956.
1995 DODGE Caravan
One owner, good condition Low mileage Call
759-5238 or 753-2905
1996 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager. 94K, P/S, P/B,
P/L. Tilt, cruise, AC. 4dr, 7
passenger. Excellent condition. 436-2165_
s00

Used Trucks

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.
1001 Whitnell Avenue
2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

1992 GMC Jimmy SLE,
4.3, 4WD, Auto, CD, Air,
PW, PL, leather, 165K.
$4,250. 753-7727.

Yens

FREE ESTIMATES

flittfai

rertrried TVA Heat Pomp Contractor

1986 CHEVY Blazer 4x4
High mileage but runs
good Auto, with A/C
$1995 Call 436-2910

GUARANTEE ON MA ERIAL
.1 WORKMANSHIP
RI(AN
tot' mo,NE)

CERAMIC TILE •COVP TILE • VINYL • HAPDv/000•CARPET

KEN-LAKE WELDERS

Span Utility Vehicles

97 Lincoln Town Car. Like
new. $19,500.
270-924-9769.

Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why

C

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

I

Y.•

d
13mther's
Jamb

81 Honda bike $900 OBO
767-0922

1998 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS. Excellent
Condition. 753-0248.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

IFIFEIFtEr11

•• .0.1.

1981 HONDA CD 750
Custom; 16,283 miles All
new charging system
Good bike. Asking $1,000.
354-6122, leave message
1999 HONDA Foreman,
400 4x4, hunter green
Low hours Take over payments 270-492-6446

1993 FORD Probe Looks
& runs good. A/C, sunroof,
p/w, rill. Cassette, $3700
obo. 270-382-2989

ear.

Business On A Budget?

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Phone (270) 759-4734

David's Home Improvement

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4

David Borders

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

'OS

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

11141i)A1E 11.1VIEPIterIVIEMI1E1411CS

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing lrl Cistovi Worionansnip

We Specialize in Cleaning"

Tree Trimming

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Paul Lamb

(270) 753-4832
(270) 376-2863

David's Cleaning
Services

cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

&Arts

1985 TOYOTA Corolla.
68,xxx miles. Front end
damage. $700. obo. Call
753-6098.
1988 HONDA Accord LXI.
$1800. obo. 270-354-9969

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

489-6108

1954 PLYMOUTH Plaza
and 1977 Ford Maverick,
both drivable. Need body
work. Call 270-247-3583,
leave message

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

UNFINISHED
Country
Cottage
Rustic
Oak
Framed, post & beam On
1 acre, built 1996 Best
0
offer over 37K Call

Used Cws

HOME IMPROVEMENT
PAINTERS

REDUCED
BEAUTIFUL New Home
Southwest Villa
3 bedroom 3 bath
huge family/game iciom
3800 sq
fireplace,
gas heat
753-5024

lie

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•

•NU.

1983 MAZDA B2000. Long
bed pick up. Low miles, no
rust, excellent condition.
Call John 762-4893 or 4362444.
1990 GMC 3/ ton 4 wheel
drive 8 lug wheel, loaded
Good condition $6500
767-0992
519-5469.
1993
CHEVROLET
Sifverado pick up. Good
condition. 489-2477

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mired
1995 Ford Flairsicle red
94,xxx miles Real sharp
$7800 489-6226
88 MAZDA B2200 Auto,
ext. cab Sharp' Priced to
sell 753-0967
97 Dodge Ram 1500 V-8
Magnum 13,000 actual
miles Like new 753-0114

Campers
1985 Spartan 3211 w/ 811
slide out Good condition
$5000
767-0992
519-5469
1996 25' Jayco
Call 753-0765

16 INVADER (Fiberglass
$200 489-2908
1988 CHEETAH. 191.2 fl
V-6 Merc- Inboard Motor
S5700 Excellent condition
Call 753-9237
1996 VIP Vision 1811,
Runabout 3 OL Mercruiser
I/O, low hours, power trim
Excellent
condition
Includes trailer & cover
$9500. obo. 270-437-4462
1999 90hp Evinrude. Still
under warranty. Must sell.
753-0123(work)
759-1525(home)
JOHNSON Super Sea
Horse 35 Elec. start. Boat
motor; boat trailer.
436-2099

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal.
492-8737,
437-3044.
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
ADAM'S Home
Improvements.
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks.
No job too small.
437-3192.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc.
436-2867.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs..
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling.
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessones.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 401 St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Dnveways
•Parking lots
•Stnping

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
AT
Display
Homeowner"
homes wanted, vinyl siding
replacement windows- no
payments until Jan. 2001.
at
Payments starting
$79.00 a month. All credit
qualified. 800-251-0843.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Free estimates All work
guaranteed Call 753-1308
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CONCRETE Finishing.
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates.
435-4619.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
gnnding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters Variety of colors
Free estimates
West Ky Seamless
Gutters 753-0278.
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting plumbing,
electrical vinyl shower
doors, brick & block work
No job too smalll 7537416
HANDYWORKI odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we paint
houses. Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

HOROSCOPES
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. Aug. 4.
2000:
Your efforts come back in multiples.
Don't question where others come from.
Simply accept them as they are. Accept
trends. Creativity could be subject to fits
and starts. Look to more effective communication. You might need to update
your car, computer or answering
machine. If you are single, a relationship
sizzles, but it might not be as steady as
you would like. However, you adore the
excitement. For some, you might prefer
to play the field for a while this year. If
you are attached, your relationship
becomes more exciting than it's been in
.previous years. Revive your courtship
behavior. LIBRA likes to be with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Others lead the way. All you
need to do is follow. Don't hesitate to
zoom in. Surprises surround friendships.
Roll with the punches and tap into your
sense of humor. Another means well, but
you might not always understand this
person. Tonight: Out with the crowds.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You take charge and make a
difference where it counts. Eliminate the
unnecessary at work. Curtail red tape.
with the goal of getting out of work early:
Schedule time at the gym or take a walk
at lunch. A boss surprises you. Work
with those in charge. Tonight: Relax.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for others, but prepare to be stunned. Someone's idea of
what works could absolutely floor you.
Maintain a sense of humor when dealing
with a relative or in-law. Use your imagination and lighten up your life and your
work. Others appreciate what you add.
Tonight: Play the night away.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** Your mind roves from the
office to your home life. A partner could
have an interesting way of tweaking your

interest. Allow more fun into your life.
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Work begins on
medical center
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Work has begun on a $41 million
University of Louisville medical research center that university President John Shumaker says will raise
the school's national profile.
The four-floor, 130,000-squarefoot Delia B. Baxter Biomedical
Research Building is expected to be
finished in the fall of 2002 and will
be connected to another medical research structure opened last fall.
The newest building is tentatively planned for research on cardiovascular disease, aging and cancer, as well as biomedical engineering, said Dr. Joel Kaplan, dean of
the medical school.
Shumaker said Tuesday the
building will enhance the university's goal of becoming "an internationally renowned address for firstclass medical care and research."
Kaplan said researchers attracted
to the university - in part by the
new research facilities-will try to
quickly apply their work to help patients and educate medical students.

Last October, the university
opened the Donald E. Baxter,
M.D., Biomedical Research Building. The two research buildings
will be connected by an underground passageway.
The buildings are named for
Donald and Delia Baxter. Donald
Baxter was a 1909 graduate of UofL's medical school who founded a
medical supply company. After he
died in 1935, his wife, Delia, set up
a California foundation that supports medical research in universities.
The Baxter foundation contributed $2 million to the $28 million
Donald Baxter building. For the
Delia Baxter building, the foundation gave $4 million while the legislature contributed $32 million.
Private donors gave the remaining
$5 million.
Kaplan said the first Baxter
building already is full, and houses
a range of medical scientists, including Dr. Suzanne Ildstad, a
bone-marrow researcher whose
projects occupy the fourth floor.

CHRIS LOVE-FORTENBERY

Teacher takes part
in NASA program

This summer, 26 kindergarten
through 12th-grade teachers and
administrators traded in chalkboards, hall passes and dismissal
bells for wind tunnel tests, acoustic
labs and aeronautic-related briefings as they attended a two-week
NASA Educator Workshop
(NEW).
The educators were invited to attend NEW as a state team consisting of three to four members.
Among the participants was a
local educator team from Kension.
The lawsuit under the federal tucky. Chris Love-Fortenbery, a
False Claims Act sought damages middle school teacher from Calloand penalties based on Baker & way County Middle School, MurTaylor's contracts with institutional ray, was a member of the team.
At the conclusion of the workcustomers, in which the company
agreed to provide discounts of -shop. Love-Fortenbery stated,"The
about 40 percent on trade books, NASA NEW workshop is an expebut then failed to provide the full rience I would highly recommend
discounts by misclassifying trade -to any educator having the opportutitles into non-trade categories. nity. I was exposed to a wealth of
Meanwhile, Baker & Taylor was information and resources. Many
presentations had direct classroom
providing full trade discounts on
the same books to retailers, the application possibilities; the
'hands-on' activities were engaging
government said.
and provided a means for meeting
Trade books are those intended
academic expectations within
for a general readership.
meaningful, 'real-life' contexts.
Arkansas, California, Connecti"Other presenters, such as John
cut, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, KenHoubolt,
who was instrumental in
tucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota.
Missouri, Nevada, New Mexico, the success of the Apollo II MisNorth Carolina, Oklahoma, Ten, sion, were truly inspirational and
nessee, Texas, Vermont and Wis- provided unique historical referconsin joined the lawsuit claiming ence. I feel extremely fortunate to
damages on behalf of their schools have participated in this NASA
educational workshop."
and libraries.
The NEW program was deThe two whistleblowers who
brought the original lawsuit, Robert signed to encourage students' enCosta, head librarian for the city of thusiasm for mathematics, science
Richmond, Va., and Ronald Thornburg, a former Baker & Taylor
sales representative, will share a
portion of the settlement payment.

Company,subsidiary
to pay for overcharging

WASHINGTON (AP)- W.R.
Grace & Co. and a former subsidiary agreed Wednesday to pay $15.5
million to settle allegations they
overchargekschools, libraries and
the government for books over
more than a decade beginning in
the early 1980s, the Justice Department said Wednesday.
A lawsuit, originally brought by
two private whistleblowers and
later taken over by the federal government and 18 states, including
Kentucky, alleged that Grace and
Baker & Taylor Inc.„ a national
book distributor that was a division
of Grace until 1993, defrauded the
United States in direct book purchases and indirectly by overchargFREE Kittens. 436-2510.
ing local schools and libraries that
FREE Kittens: Yellow
bought books with federal grant
Tabby & Dark Gray. 759money.
4893.
Grace agreed to pay the federal
FREE to loving home. government $3 million to resolve
Young black kitten. 759- the claims against it, the depart3695.
ment said. In addition, Grace and
FREE: Male cat to a good Baker & Taylor jointly agreed to
home. 759-9215.
pay $12.5 million to the 18 states
who joined the lawsuit.
This brings the total recovery
from the lawsuit to $18.5 million,
because last year Baker & Taylor
paid the federal government $3
million to resolve its direct claims
against that Charlotte, N.C.-based
U-haul off
company.
"This settlement demonstrates
the United States' commitment to
protecting federal funds from fraud
and abuse," said acting Assistant
Attorney General David Ogden,
head of the department's civil divi-

FREE
PALLETS
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and technology by engaging teachers in an exciting program that can
be infused in their curriculum.
The NEW program is a unique
combination of scientific and technological information with handson experiences.
During the two weeks, the

teachers learned about cutting-edge
NASA projects, visited NASA facilities, attended seminars by
NASA researchers, engineers and
technicians and studied topics ranging from aeronautics to interplanetary exploration.
Both NASA and educators are
alike in that they stretch the
boundaries and prove that things
that couldn't be done yesterday will
be done tomorrow. With this mindset, the NEW participants have
picked up the challenge to immerse
their next class of students in
NASA materials.
The participants also are
charged to share their NEW experience with other educators in their
schools, divisions and state.
NEW is funded by NASA Education Division and is a collaborative effort between NASA Langley's Office of Education and the
National Science Teacher Association.
Selected teacher teams were
drawn from Langley's five statestate pre-college service region that
includes Kentucky, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia. There were also two visiting educators from Bordeaux,
France.

Grand jury indicts
Woman flashes school board chair
'Today'audience
Wednesday

JACKSON, Ky. (AP) - A
Breathitt County grand jury declined to indict school board Chairman Kelly Noble Jr., accused of
shooting another man during a
property dispute.

pointed as special prosecutor in the

case.

Noble and Turner disagreed
about
whether Noble should'have
NEW YORK (AP)-A unidenbeen allowed to stretch a barbedtified woman surprised "Today"
wire fence across a road near propshow viewers - and host Katie
erty he owns.
Couric - Wednesday morning by
Noble, 49, of Jackson, was
Turner told authorities he went
opening her shirt and baring her charged on March 19 with assault
to the scene on March 18 with his
breasts on the air.
in the shooting of John Ed Turner. brother to remove the fence. Noble
The flasher struck at about 8:30 during an ongoing disagreement encountered
the brothers and
a.m. as a camera panned a crowd over access to a rural road.
started firing his gun, Turner said.
of tourists and passers-by gathTurner, of Jackson, claimed NoThe issue had been before
ered outside the show's Rocke- ble shot him twice in the back with
Breathitt Fiscal Court just days befeller Centpr studio.
a shotgun. Turner was flown to a fore the shooting.
"Today" quickly cut to Couric Lexington hospital but was not
County Attorney Mike Stidham
at the Republican convention in critically injured.
later reported that it was "perfectly
The grand jury decided Tuesday legal" for Noble to fence off his
Philadelphia, where she had been
watching on a monitor. She there was not enough evidence to property, even though it had been
appeared slightly rattled, but did- prove the case.
blacktopped.
"All we can ask for is a fair repn't mention the stunt.
He also said the blacktopping
NBC publicist Allison Gollust resentation of the facts of the case, had been investigated by Kentucky
said the incident was "the first of and I feel we got that," said Steve State Police and that no charges
its kind" since the show began Tackett, the commonwealth's attor- were ever brought against any offibroadcasting from its storefront ney in Perry County, who was ap- cials.
studio six years ago.
Only East Coast viewers, where
the show is broadcast live, caught
the act. Tamer crowd shots were
used in other time zones, Gollust
said.

Another's requests could be costly. that you want a role change. Learn to say
Decide if the expense is ultimately worth no, rather than accepting responsibilities
it. Schedule a barbecue. Tonight: Veg through default. Tonight: Be the lead
out.
actor in your life.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your strength of personality ***** Prepare to take off for a speallows you to clear out work. Clear your cial few days. Others want your time and
desk and return calls. Understand that attention. Be open to information that
nothing is written in stone. In fact, greet comes through the grapevine. You might
a turnabout with flexibility. You could be not always be predictable. and you somedelighted by what comes out of this. times irk others. Explain to those around
Recognize another's efforts. Tonight: you how your thinking process works.
Join friends.
Tonight: Split, ASAP
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your decisions prove to be right **** Another makes an effort to
on the money. Don't let others interfere pitch in. Learn to work as a team rather
with your ideas. Recognize what is going than as a strong individual. You gain
on with a co-worker. He isn't testing insights about yourself but also about
your limits; he simply doesn't have your someone very close to you. Don't push
steadiness. Schedule an appointment for buttons if possible. Express your nurtura checkup. Tonight: Pace yourself.
ing qualities. Others respond. Tonight:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Keep working on a one-on-one level.
***** Refuse to back down on
something you really want. If you don't
stand up for yourself, who will? Use your
charm, and another will tumble into your
lap. You could even be shocked by
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER. KY.•(270)674-5530
another's behavior. Allow your sense of
CHECK THESE
humor to come out. Tonight: Whatever
puts a smile on your face.
FEATURES:
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
I Self-supporting 2x6
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
*** Sit back and let the boss take
trusted rafters 2 ft.
with wire mesh
8. 12 footing
charge. You don't always need to play
J. 1/2- plywood
C. Polyurethane
the bad guy in order to get projects movdecking
under concrete
ing. Your intuition helps you know what
K. Seal down shingles
0 Anchor bolts in
to do professionally. Trust your judgment
L. Overhang covered
concrete
M. Overhead steel
E. Treated bottom
more often. Toss conventionality to the
door
plates
wind when dealing with family. Tonight
N Steel service door
F. 01 studds. 16'
Do your thing.
0. 2x4 fascia
0C
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
aluminum covered
G. 7 1/15 Blandex
P. WO headers
understding
***** Investigate information
0. 4x4 raised curb
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
Refuse to take another's answers as
workable for you. Find experts and ask
We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
your questions. Bring friends together.
even if it's just for munchies after work
Deluxe
Your perspective helps a close associate
Hardboard
Siding
visualize what he wants. Tonight: Where
CAR(1200)
Modelsr1
1 CAR (12x20)
$4.725
54.225
the crowds are.
55.425
2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
S5.025
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
55.725
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
55.325
55.875
2 CAR (2404)
2 CAR 124104)
55.525
**** Others look to you for answers
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
56,625
LARGE 2 CAR (24.301
$6125
You might not always be comfortable
LARGE
3
CAR
(30X30)
57.875
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
57.475
being the reliable one in your crowd. Tell
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT
an important associate, fnend or partner

flinQ Hills

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

HWY.641 N.-MURRAY
753-1725-800-472-8852
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY-

"Allergies." Other readers who would
DEAR ABBY: The letter from
like a copy should send $2 plus a long, Lowell K Allen, who served on the
self-addressed, stamped envelope to submarine 'Cato" in World War II,
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, contained some errors. First and
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men- foremost, there never was a submation the title.
rine called the Cato. Also, there is
DEAR DR. GOTT: My elderly father not now, never has and never will
was recently diagnosed with chronic be a 20 mm submachine gun. I
think the man meant to say a
pancreatitis. What causes this?
DEAR READER: The two major Thompson .45-caliber submachine
causes of chronic inflammation of the gun.
He did correctly point out, howpancreas are alcoholism and malnutrition. The most common cause in ever, that even the so-called "eduWestern countries, where malnutri- cated" make mistakes. I spent 30
years in the Navy, 1943-1973, and
tion is rare, is alcohol consumption; 80 there are documented cases of deck
to 90 percent of all patients with guns being fired "accidentally."
J. PAUL SURPREMANT,LCDR
chronic pancreatitis have a history of
U.S. NAVY ( RET.), FLORIDA
excessive alcohol ingestion. The risk
of this condition - which is associatDEAR PAUL: Thank you and
ed with abdominal pain, maldigestion
and diabetes - is directly proportion- the other readers who pointed
alto the duration and daily amount of out the inaccuracies in that letalcohol consumed. As a general rule, ter. Because of a typographical
it takes about six to 12 years of heavy error at my syndicate, Mr.
alcohol consumption to cause the dis- Allen's ship was referred to as
ease; however, the duration and exact the "Cato." Mr. Allen served on
quantity needed to produce early cel- the USS Gato (58212).
I contacted Mr. Allen, who
lular damage is unknown. A high-protein diet, with or without excess fat, apologized for incorrectly referhas been shown to aggravate pancre- ring to the gun as a 20 mm submachine gun, and said it was
atitis in alcoholics.
probably
a .45-caliber submaWhile I am not implying that your
father is a drinker, the above informa- chine gun as many readers
tion leads me to believe that if alcohol accurately guessed. Also, two
initials were transposed in Mr.
were not the cause of his problem, it
Allen's rank. He was RMCS,
may certainly have contributed to it.
Your father should immediately stop meaning Radio Man, Chief,
Senior.
drinking alcohol beverages, and
I appreciate the fact that so
should check with his physician for
many people took the time to
further advice.
write and point out the errors.
2:000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
You are all heroes in my book.
However, I didn't write that column because I have an "antiDR. GOTT
gun agenda." I wrote it because
I am anti-gun from the bottom
of my heart.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What causes
hives? Is it safe to take antihistarnines
for prolonged periods to combat
them?
DEAR READER: Hives, raised and
itchy patches of skin that appear and
disappear without warning, are due to
the release of cellular histamine, usually as part of an allergic reaction.
Therefore, hives - known medically
as urticaria - are ordinarily caused
by foods, dust, pollens, chemicals and
other environmental factors to which
a person is allergic. Treatment
includes avoidance of the allergen,
and the use of cold compresses (to
relieve immediate symptoms) and
antihistamines (which block the
effects of histamine).
Sometimes, people with recurring
hives are allergic to medicine, such as
antibiotics, although any drug can
cause hypersensitivity reactions in
susceptible persons. In such
instances, the drug must be discontinued, under the supervision of a physician, who will substitute a medication
to which the individual does not react.
Anxiety and emotional upset can
also cause hives. Patients who repeatedly experience stress-related hypersensitivity reactions may need counseling or behavioral modification.
There is no consistent duration of
urticaria; some forms last for minutes, others may be present for days
or weeks. Hives are differentiated
from other skin disorders by their
evanescence, their tendency to move
from one area to another, and their
typical appearance - raised, reddish
and irregular.
Chronic use of antihistamines is
safe, but it can have some unwanted
consequences: Antihistamines may
mask the cause of hives, lose their
effectiveness over time and interfere
with proper evaluation of patients,
especially these who are reacting to
antibiotics. Thus, merely treating the
hives with antihistamines may direct
attention away from the more important issue: the cause.
I recommend that patients with
repeated episodes of hives see an
allergist, who will, through special
skin and blood tests, often be able to
identify the cause of the problem and
suggest more appropriate therapy,
such as desensitization shots. To give
you related information, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report

appreciation and wasn't raised to do
housework. (She didn't lift a finger
the entire week.)
That was three weeks ago. I
haven't heard a word from them
since they left. Was I wrong in asking my daughter-in-law to help?
UPSET MOM IN FLORIDA

Ten years ago
The office of Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams has issued a
warning to all residents to be on the
lookout for swindlers looking to
buy antique items. Officials said
many of the buyers were taking
more than were being sold while
the residents were involved with
payment with one of the buyers.
Army 2nd Lt. Rebekah Brock,
daughter of Don Brock of New
Concord and Cecilia M. Brock of
Murray, is serving as an intelligence officer with the 385th Military Police Battalion in West Germany.
Births reported include a boy to
Kelly and Mark Mays, July 28.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Quint
Guier, Edith Moore, Donna B.
McKinney and Jean Blankenship,
local participants, with Russell
Banks, instructor, in the non-fiction
classes at the 10th annual Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at
Murray State University.
The 1950 graduation class of
Murray Training School met for its
30-year reunion July 5 at in the
community room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank of Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Holly W. McClendon,
July 27.
Thirty years ago
Dr. William L. (Bill) Pogue, 44,
former practicing dentist in Murray
and now an assistant professor in
the college of dentistry at University of Kentucky, died from injuries
sustained Aug. 1 in a traffic accident in Dodge City, Kan.

DEAR UPSET: Certainly not.
And I hope your son didn't just
sit there, since I assume you
raised him to lend a hand when
there's a job to be done.
You are not going to change
Darla. The next time they visit,
go to restaurants or buy takeout food and serve it on paper
plates.
I hope that when you pay
them a visit, they pamper you
as you pampered them - but
don't hold your breath. As
tempting as it would be not to
lift a finger, I know it's not in
your DNA to play the helpless
houseguest.
***

CONFIDENTIAL TO MARTHA
IN MOBILE: Look carefully
before you leap. Experience is
the comb life gives you after
you've lost your hair.
***

Good advice for everyone - teens to
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us and
How to Deal With It." To order, *end a busi.
ness-size, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger Booklet, P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 81054-0447.
(Postage is included.)

***

DEAR ABBY: My son, "Marty,"
and his wife,"Darla," recently spent
a week with me in my home. I
worked very hard to make their
visit enjoyable. One evening I
planned a lovely dinner. After we
finished, I asked Darla if she would
help me clear the table. She looked East dealer.
at me as if I had mortally wounded East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
her - and walked out of the room!
+AQ 6
Later, I approached Marty and
VAQ
told him how upset I was over
•Q 9 8 5 2
Darla's behavior. He replied, "This
dibJ 104
isn't the 1950s, Mom. She doesn't
have to help." He also said that
WEST
EAST
Darla was never taught to express •10 8 7
K J 93
V K 84 3
V J 10 9 7 5 2
•4
•6
+986
+7532
SOUTH
+ 542
6
•A KJ 1073
+A K Q
The bidding.
East
South
West
North
Pass
1•
3•
Pass
Pass
6•
Opening lead —jack of hearts.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A Monarchial Decision

IC,A I IL_V C C".)M
l_CIN ID I IE

a.'

PRACTICE CLEANSING
BREATHING WITH Ttil5 51XTAPE PROGRAM ... $125.00!

LOOKING BACK

RECONNECT TO 'XV PLA1
/
41FUL SPIRIT WITH THIS
WAGON FULL OF EARTH FRIENDL4 -TOYS ..*150.001.

PROCLAIM LOUR FREEDOM
FROM MATERtALISM WITH
THE OFFICIAL "CAMP SERENcre
TANK TOP, SHORTS CAP AND
WATER801TLE..4115.00!

MORE DANGEROUS THAN
THE MALL ON A CARBO .
I NDRATE RUSH...THE SPA
ON A SO+ PROTEIN RUSH.

knew that East held the king of
hearts, you could be equally sure
to make the slam by putting up
dummy's ace and adopting an entirely different line of play.
So how do you decide what to
play from dummy at trick one if
you can't see the missing cards? In
the long run, it will pay to play the
ace. Why? Because West is less
likely to choose the dangerous lead
of a heart away from the king
against a slam, so it follows that
East is more likely to have the
king.
Accordingly, you play the ace
of hearts at trick one and the ace of
diamonds at trick two, and then
cash the A-K-Q ofclubs, laying the
groundwork for an endplay against
East.You still have no idea whether
you were right in assuming that
East was dealt the king of hearts.
Assume you're in six diamonds
Now you enter dummy with a
and West leads the jack of hearts. trump and lead the queen ofhearts.
How should you play the hand?
When East covers with the king,
Actually, the slam cannot be you breathe a sigh of relief, as you
defeated regardless of how the are now certain to make the slam.
missing cards are divided,provided You simply discard a spade, and
you know who has the king of whether East returns a spade, a
hearts. Thus, if you knew that heart or a club, your remaining
West had the king (it is normal to spade loser disappears.
lead the jack from a combination
Note that if you elect to play
including the K-J-10), you could the heart queen from dummy at
score your 12th trick by playing trick one, you go down one, losing
the queen from dummy.But if you a heart and a spade.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS
47 "One Life to
Live"
character
49 Formally
precise
50 Mulberry
cloth
52 Corn bread
54 Teutonic
deity
55 Revised
(abbr.)
56 Created a
picture
59 Mother
61 Stockings
63 Pressed
65 Wicked
Biblical city
66 Ratio in
trigonometry
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1 Of medicine
7 Get up
12 Abuse
13 Bale
15 Supposing
that
16 Coating with
gold
18 Spanish
article
19 Road (abbr.)
21 Winter
vehicle
22 Roof edge
24 Tenure
26 Cut
28 Supplicate
29 "Let's Make
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WHAT DO
YOU DO
FOR FUN

I LIKE TO BOOGIE DOWN
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AFTER A &OOP RAIN

31 Cozy
33 Empire State
(abbr.)
34 Court order
36 Sullen
38 Actor
Marshall
40 Ms. Hatcher
42 Fold
45 Everyone
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6 Prison rooms
7 Lingering
8 Hurry
9 Author of
"Picnic"
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TODAY IN HISTORY 1

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 3, the
216th day of 2000. There are 150
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 3, 1492, Christopher
Columbus set sail from Palos.
Spain, on a voyage that took him to
the present-day Americas.
On this date:
In 1949, the National Basketball
Association was formed.
In 1958, the nuclear-powered
submarine Nautilus became the
first vessel to cross the North Pole
underwater.
In 1980, closing ceremonies
were held in Moscow for the 1980
Summer Olympic Games, which
had been boycotted by dozens of
countries, including the United
States.
In 1993, the Senate voted 96-3
to confirm Supreme Court nominee
Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
In 1994, Stephen G. Breyer was
sworn in as the Supreme Court's
newest justice in a private ceremony at Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist's Vermont summer
home.
One year ago: Congressional
Republicans, shrugging off a presidential veto threat, nailed down the
details of an agreement for a 10year, $792 billion tax cut. Arbitrators ruled the government had to
pay the heirs of Dallas dressmaker
Abraham Zapruder $16 million for
his movie film that captured the assassination of President Kennedy.
The first issue of Talk magazine hit
newsstands.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

8-302000 United Feature Syndicate
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1 Roman three
2 — Hitchcock
3 Symbol for
thallium
4 Carpet
5 Egyptian
goddess
6

speaker with James L. Johnson, executive secretary of Murray Chamber of Commerce, as toastmaster.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis
Nolin and children was destroyed
by fire on July 31.
Fidelia Boyd Austin and Dr.
Paul Barrett Risk were married July
30 at First Christian Church.
Fifty years ago
Calloway Circuit Court session
will open here Aug. 7 with Judge
Ira D. Smith presiding. Grand jury
members are to report Aug. 7 and
petit jury members will report Aug.
8.
Julia Anne Lowry and Richard
Graves were married July 29 at
Murray Woman's Club house.
Mrs. C.S. Lowry of Murray is
teaching an extension course on
"Teachings of Language Arts" for
three weeks at Dixon.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

5

Murray Pony League All-Stars
beat Evansville West All-Stars in a
pair of games on Aug. 1 to advance
to the Regional Baseball Tournament in Lafayette, Ind. Murray
pitchers were Johnny Wilson,
Johnny Shelley and Ray Lane. -N
Births reported include a girl
John H. and Margie Jo Graham
July 28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Duncan and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Darryl Moody July 1.
Forty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield was named as "Man of the
Year by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce at its annual meeting
held at Murray State College Student Union building. Former Tennessee Gov. Frank G. Clement was

14 Poem of
lamentation
17 Lairs
20 "ET actress
23 Hebrew
month
24 Symbol for
tantalum
25 Commercial
building
27 Soft part of
fruit
30 Hold on
property
32 Throat action
35 Plant reaction
37 Simple
38 Swallowed
39 Woman's
name
41 Press
43 Male pilots
44 Symbol for
thulium
46 It preceded
the CD
48 Prank
51 Footless
53 Architect
Saarinen
57 Year (Sp.)
58 Computer
abbr
60 Fruit dnnk
62 Behold!
64 Nickel symbol
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Wildcats
announce
2000-01
schedule

SCOREBOAR,D
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

FURIOUS SCHEDULE...The Murray Lady Fury 12-and-under girls' fast-pitch softball team
participated in seven tournament covering four states this summer, finishing with a
record of 20-21. The team's bid for a repeat visit to the national championships ended
July 22-23 at the Midwest Regionals in Springfield, Ill. Team members are (first row,
from left) Megan Snow, Megan Pember, Shelby Webb, Christina Dunn, (second row)
Kaysin Hutching, Linsey Smith, Lindsay Miller, Traci Rose, (third row) Jessica Pickard,
Brandi Cavanaugh, Megan Starks, Marci Boggess, and (fourth row) coaches David Snow,
Steve Pember, Troy Webb and Bill Miller.

A's sweep Blue Jays
By The Associated Press
With five straight wins over
wild-card contenders, the Oakland
Athletics are in good position to
reach the postseason for the first
time in eight years.
With six straight road games
against division leaders up next,
the A's will learn something about
how legitimate their playoff hopes
are.
Eric Chavez drove in four runs
with three hits, including a go-ahead
single in the eighth off Mark Guthrie
(1-2), as Oakland completed a threegame sweep of Toronto with a 54 victory Wednesday.
Oakland (60-47) has won five
straight and has its best record
after 107 games since 1992, the
last time the A's won the AL West.
The Athletics are 3 1/2 games
up on Boston in the wild-card
race and trail Seattle by two games
in the division.
The A's, who won their last
two against Boston, start a sixgame road trip against the White
Sox and Yankees in Chicago on
Friday night.
"You can't complain about winning," said Chavez, who struck
out four consecutive times before
homering in the fourth. "We've
picked it up all of a sudden, and
in the blink of an eye, we have
five games under our belt. We
still need to continue though
because we're after Seattle. We
want to win the division."
In other AL games, it was
Kansas City 4, New York I; Minnesota 10, Baltimore 6; Detroit 5,
Anaheim 3; Cleveland 5, Tampa
Bay 3; Texas 7, Chicago 2; and
Boston 5, Seattle 2.
Oakland starter Mark Mulder
allowed two runs on eight hits in
six innings. He has just one win
in seven starts since June 25.
"When a pitching staff gets
going, everyone feeds off that,"
Mulder said. "That's the case right
now. We're throwing the ball well
and getting ahead of the hitters.
We all want to do our part."
Tony Batista tied the game for
Toronto in the eighth with his
32nd homer, a two-run shot off
Jim Mecir (8-2). Batista tied teammate Carlos Delgado for the AL
home-run lead.
He also broke the Blue Jays'
record for home runs by a third
baseman, shared by Kelly Gruber
(1990) and Ed Sprague (1996).
Jason Isringhausen got three
outs for his 24th save as Toronto lost its season-high sixth straight.
"You run into streaks like that,"
manager Jim Fregosi said. "When
we pitch well, we don't hit well,
and when we hit well, we don't
pitch well."
Royals 4, Yankees 1
Blake Stein allowed just two
hits in eight innings as Kansas
City won at Yankee Stadium to
stop a five-game losing streak.
Stein (2-3) gave up only a thirdinning single to Chuck Knoblauch
and an eighth-inning single to Derek

LEXINGTON (AP) — Kentucky will begin its 2000-200l
basketball season with the earliest opener in school history, facing St. John's in the Coaches vs.
Cancer Classic. at Madison Square
Garden on Nov. 9, the school
announced Wednesday.
The four-team tournament,
which also includes Kansas and
UCLA, will open a 28-game slate
that will rival last year's schedule, which was ranked as the most
difficult in the country by several independent sources, Kentucky
athletics director Larry Ivy said.
Sixteen of Kentucky's opponents
advanced to postseason tournaments last season, including three
NCAA Final Four teams and NIT
runner-up Notre Dame.
"We will play a very competitive schedule once again, one that
will test us against the nation's
best competition," Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith said in a statement.
Kentucky will take on Penn State
in its home opener on Nov. 25.
The Wildcats have won 20 consecutive home games, the nation's
-glIth-best home winning streak.
— Kentucky will renew a homeand-home series with North Carolina, traveling to Chapel Hill on
Dec. 2. The Wildcats will then
return home to face Eastern Kentucky — with new coach and former UK standout Travis Ford —
on Dec. 5 before visiting Georgia Tech on Dec. 9 and defending NCAA champion Michigan
State on Dec. 16.
play
in
Kentucky
will
Louisville's Freedom Hall versus
Indiana on Dec. 22 and Louisville
on Jan. 2.

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

NFL PRESEASON
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
W
L
T
New England
1
0
0
N Y Jets
1
0
0
Buffalo
0
0
0
Miami
0
0
0
Indianapolis
1
0
Central Division
Cleveland
1
0
0
Pittsburgh
1
0
0
Baltimore
0
0
0
Cincinnati
0
0
0
Jacksonville
0
0
0
Tennessee
0
0
0
Western Division
Denver
0
0
0
Kansas City
0
0
0
Oakland
0
0
0
San Diego
0
0
0
Seattle
0
0
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
W
L
T
Arizona
0
0
0
N Y Giants
O
0
0
Washington
O
0
0
Dallas
O
1
0
Philadelphia
O
1
0
Central Division
0
0
0
Chicago
Detroit
0
0
0
Green Bay
0
0
0
Minnesota
0
0
0
Tampa Bay
0
0
0
Western Division
Atlanta
1
0
0
Carolina
O
0
0
O
0
0
St Louis
1
New Orleans
0
0
1
0
0
San Francisco

Friday's Games
New England at Detroit, 6 p
Cincinnati at Buffalo, 6 30 p.m
Washington at Tampa Bay, 630 p.m.
Jacksonville at Carolina. 7 p.m
New York Jets at Green Bay, 7 pm
Saturday's Games
Miami at Pittsburgh. 6 30 p m
Chicago at New York Giants, 7 p.m.
Indianapolis at Seattle, 7 p.m.
Kansas City at Tennessee, 7 p.m.
New Orleans at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Oakland at St Louis, 7 p m
Philadelphia at Baltimore, 7 pm.
San Diego at San Francisco, 8 p.m
Atlanta vs Dallas at Tokyo. 9 p m
Denver at Anzona, 9 p m

Pct.
1 000
1 000
000
000
000
1 000
1 000
000
000
000
000

MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER

000
000
000
000
000

Eastern Division
W
Pis
L
T
NY-NJ
13
8
2
41
9
New England
10
5
32
Miami
7
11
5
26
DC
6
13
6
24
Central Division
12
10
Tampa Bay
2
38
11
8
Chicago
5
38
10
11
4
Columbus
34
Dallas
10
11
4
34
Western Division
Kansas City13
5
5
44
10
7
7
37
Los Angeles
10
11
Colorado
3
33
San Jose
5
11
8
23
NOTE Three points tor a win and one
point for a tie
Wednesday's Games
Dallas 2, New England 1
Chicago 1, Tampa Bay 0
DC United 3, New York-New Jersey 2, OT
Kansas City 3. Colorado 1
Columbus 2, San Jose 1

Pct.
000
00P
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
1 000
000
000
COO
000

SPORTS BRIEFS
Mayfield hosting co-ed softball tournament
The Mayfield Ballparks will host a double-elimination co-ed slow-pitch softball tournament beginning Aug. 11. with awards to be given to the top three
teams.
Registrations and the $125 entry fee per team must be sent in by Tuesday. USSSA tournament rules will apply. For more information or to sign up,
contact Pat Powers at 270-247-8640 ext. 327 or 270-247-8145.

41,1MSRMIC
7‘a4 Apt over 45 ,e-air,4
c'f,t 64ethitam,./
ROAD WARRIOR...Pedro Martinez pitched a five-hitter as
Boston defeated Seattle 5-2 Wednesday at Safeco Field.
Jeter, followed by Paul O'Neill's ing a five-hitter at Seattle.
Martinez (13-3) struck out seven
sacrifice fly.
Ricky Bottalico finished the and walked two in his fifth corntwo-hitter for his ninth save as plete game of the season, 33rd of
Kansas City beat New York for his career.
In six career appearances against
the first time this year.
Denny Neagle (2-1) lost for the Seattle, including five starts, Marfirst time in four starts since New tinez is 6-0.
Nomar Garciaparra went 2-forYork acquired him from Cincinnati, allowing all four runs — 4 and drove in three runs, improvthree earned — and II hits in ing his major league-leading average to .393.
seven-plus innings.
The Red Sox jumped to a 4-0
Red Sox 5, Mariners 2
Pedro Martinez improved to 9- lead in the first against Freddy
0 on the road this season, pitch- Garcia (3-2).

*

Lighting
All
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KICKOFF COOKOUT
Meet the Players & Coaches
Murray State Racer
Football Cookout
Tuesday, August 15, 2000
at 6:30 p.m.

-\/ OUT OUR DOT SALE!
to

OFF

100's of Items Throughout The Store Fri. & Sat. ONLY!

Regional Special Events Center
Tickets $5.00
Call Ticket Office at 762-4895
for ticket information.

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St • Murray
753-2571

Tiutillatue
HOME CENTER*

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7:30-5:00
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Change highlights 2000 gridiron season
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE,Tenn. — One close
look at the 2000 Ohio Valley Conference football season, and it
doesn't take a rocket scientist to
see that change is the order of
the day.
With four new faces and a lame
duck program, the OVC - a conference usually known for its stability - was in unfamiliar territory during the league's Media Day
activities Wednesday at the Sheraton Hotel.
First-year Murray State head
coach Joe Pannunzio was one of
four new coaches introduced to
media representatives yesterday.
The others include Tennessee
State's James Reese, Southeast Missouri's Tim Billings and TennesseeMartin's Sam McCorkle.
"I've been very impressed with
everything so far," said Pannunzio of the first meeting with his
new counterparts. "I've always
heard about the OVC and the great
coaches it has. The (veteran) coaches have kind of taken us under
their wings,"
While four new coaches are
entering the eight-team league, one
veteran is being forced out of it.
Jack Harbaugh and rival Western Kentucky will leave the OVC
for the Gateway Conference following the 2000 campaign - just
three years after it was welcomed
back into the league.
Seeking full commitments from
its member schools, the OVC's presidents voted this summer to revoke
WKU's associate membership - a
decision not welcomed by Harbaugh.
"There's no question that the
OVC is the best fit for Western

Kentucky University," noted Harbaugh. "I felt that it was a kneejerk reaction by the presidents ...
I'm very sad to see our association with the OVC come to an
end. But what can you do."
With the Hilltoppers leaving the
fold after this season, the OVC
will be left with just seven member schools.
The defection will be just one
of several the league has suffered
in the past decade - with Austin
Peay and Morehead State opting
to play non-scholarship football in
the mid-1990s and the move of
Middle Tennessee State to Division I-A.
Belmont, East Tennessee State,
David Lipscomb and Samford have
been rumored as possible replacements to strengthen the league.
THE QUEST FOR 300: With
all the focus on change, one thing
has nearly always remained a constant in the OVC - the presence
of long-time Eastern Kentucky
coach Roy Kidd.
Kidd, entering his 37th season
at the Colonels' helm, is just seven
wins shy of 300 career victories.
With a career record of 293112-8, Kidd will eventually join
Eddie Robinson, Bear Bryant, Pop
Warner, Amos Alonzo Stagg, Joe
Paterno and Bobby Bowden as the
seventh coach to collect 300 wins
"Three hundred wins is a great
honor, and I'm looking forward
to getting those seven wins," said
Kidd. "If they come this year,
that's fine. All 1 want to do is win
the conference."
EKU TOPS POLL: Kidd will
more than likely reach 300 wins
if the Colonels meet expectations
this season. EKU was picked by
league coaches and sports infor-

mation directors to win its
OVC title.
The Racers - with four preseason all-conference picks in
receiver Terrence Tillman, defensive end Terrell Black, linebacker
Jai Williams and punter Brian
Bivens - were selected to finish
as runners-up for a fourth straight
season. Two-time defending champion TSU, WKU, Tennessee Tech,
Eastern Illinois, Southeast Missouri and UTM round out the field.
Despite his team's lofty preseason status, Pannunzio downplayed the vote of confidence.
"The polls don't mean anything,"
he said. "We've still got a lot of
work to do. We're a long way
from being the second-best team
in the league."
Murray's biggest question marks
are at the quarterback and defensive line spots.
Former Caldwell County standout Stewart Childress and Oklahoma transfer Chase Williams are
the top candidates under center.
"Right now, I don't know if
we have a quarterback," PannunSCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
zio said. "I know we don't have
one that is proven. And that's a THE OLD AND THE NEW...New Murray State head coach Joe Pannunzio converses with vetern Eastern Kentucky coach Roy Kidd during OVC Media Day activities Wednesday.
tough position to be in."

Retail
Price

SALE
PRICE
Lane Leather Sofa (Terra-Cotta Color)
▪
$2,779,00 41,489,00
Lane Recliner (Green)
$889,00 „.5498.99
Lane Big Man's Recliner (Blue)
$859.00 •..$498.99
Broyhill Wingback Chair (Burgundy)
$529.00 ▪ ..5259.99
Cochrane Cherry Table & 4 Cherry Finish Chairs$1,395.00 .5699.00
Pulaski Curio (White Washed Pine)
$885.00 . 447540
Thomasville Terrace Garden Poster Bed
.$3,520.99 ..511760.00
Thomasville Wingback Chair
$1,495.00
474100
35" Oak Entertainment Unit
$522.00 .5275.00
Pie Safe - China Cabinet
$690,00 . .9267,00
Cherry Kitchen Island
.$276,00
$600.00
Curio Cabinet- Oak or Cherry
Cherry NiBoy Chest
King Size Bedding Set
Iron & Glass Bakers Rack
$499.00 . 4249,00
Broyhill Red Floral Sofa
$1,299.99 ,..5859.00
Broyhill Red Floral Loveseat
$1,199.99 . .5619.00
Broyhill Premier Oak Tables Set/3
$1,049,97 , , 4478,00
Pennsylvania House Solid Wood Tables set/3 $1,949.97 • ,.9818.00
Winners Cherry Corner China
$1,049.00 ...$471.00
La-Z-Boy Green Reclining Sofa
$1,499.99 .. 4799.00
La-Z-Boy Suede Look w/Flip Arm Recliner ...4899.99 „.9498.00
Broyhill Oatmeal Colored Sofa
$1,149.99 .,1579.00
Broyhill Roney Pine 6 pc. Bedroom
$3,199.94 • 41,799.00

BRAVE KILLER...Curt Schilling pitched his second shutout
against the Atlanta this season, blanking the Braves 2-0 in
Arizona Wednesday night.

Schilling outduels
Maddux in desert
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
The 40,643 fans at Bank One
Ballpark got a first-hand look at
why the Arizona Diamondbacks
were so eager to get Curt Schilling.
Schilling pitched a six-hitter in
his home debut, outdueling Greg
Maddux for a 2-0 victory Wednesday night.
"It's a lot of fun. This is what
it's all about," Schilling said. "We
went out and did what we had to
do against a guy who's won four
Cy Youngs."
Schilling (8-6) is 2-0 since
Philadelphia traded him to Arizona. He struck out four, walked
one and retired the final 13 batters in his 15th career shutout.

the Diamondbacks into a virtual
tie with San Francisco for the NL
West lead.
In other NL games, St. Louis
heat Montreal 10-7, New York
edged Cincinnati 2-1, Milwaukee
defeated San Francisco 6-4, San
Diego beat Philadelphia 5-2, Florida downed Houston 5-4, Chicago
topped Colorado 3-2 and Los Angeles beat Pittsburgh 11-5.
Schilling shut out Atlanta for
the second time this season. Arizona scored twice in the third
when Jay Bell hit an RBI double
with two outs and Matt Williams
followed with a single.
Maddux (12-6) lost his third
straight decision. He allowed five
hits in six innings.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!

ire

Mt

"I think he was a little extra
pumped for his debut." Atlanta
outfielder Brian Jordan said. "He
had the crowd behind him and he
did just what they brought him
here to do."
Schilling. who graduated from
high school in Phoenix. pitched

"It was a good duel," Braves
manager Bobby Cox said. "Maddux is not going to pitch better
than that."
Schilling and Maddux have start
ed against each other seven times
Maddux won the first three and
Schilling has won the last four.
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